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If you’re intimate with a place, a place with whose 
history you’re familiar, and you establish an ethical 
conversation with it, the implication that follows is 
this: the place knows you’re there. It feels you. You 
will not be forgotten, cut off, abandoned.
—Barry Lopez, “The Literature of Place”
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■preface
By Josh Balk
My involvement with this book began with a slightly 
ambiguous email inviting me to an afternoon meeting 
with the promise of a free lunch. Although at the time 
there was the typical excessive workload in the office, 
it seemed like an intriguing opportunity that would 
at least fill my stomach for the day. In the correspon-
dences that followed, I had the opportunity to talk 
with Dr. Jeremy Schraffenberger and discuss our ideas 
for a potential collaboration. On the surface, we were 
coming from two different worlds. Together we found 
an underlying connection which served as our uniting 
force and helped to guide the project: a passion for 
the environment. This ended up being an impeccable 
match and reminded me of an important fact. Without 
our writers and poets, Conservationists like myself, 
would largely fail in describing the beauty that we are 
striving to protect. This interdisciplinary approach is 
one that I believe is far too overlooked in life. It is all 
too easy to stay within our own sphere and approach 
tasks with almost tunnel vision, many times missing 
out on many daring and wonderful opportunities. 
Life, and nature, is all about being out there, getting 
messy, and experiencing the possibilities. 
And so began a delightful personal journey that 
gave me a much deeper appreciation for the stunning 
individuals that comprise our community. I had the 
opportunity to attend board meetings that I normally 
wouldn’t, contacted strangers from the phone book, 
worked with a group of students outside of my cus-
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tomary audience, all the while getting a little out 
of my comfort zone, and connected with a wide 
variety of people with one overarching passion: 
the great outdoors that we call home. This means 
many different things to each of these people, 
as they all come from diverse places with varied 
perspectives on life. In the end, however, they are 
united in the care for our land and the assurance 
that it will be here for future generations. I have 
thoroughly enjoyed and found this to be a reward-
ing experience that has really driven home the 
reason I got involved with conservation in the first 
place: the people, the land, and their stories. I hope 
you read and enjoy these chronicles and are able to 
see a new perspective on our great home that we 
call the Cedar Valley. 
I would like to thank Dr. Schraffenberger for 
reaching out and beginning this whole process, the 
UNI staff involved with the Service Learning Insti-
tute that made this connection possible, the narra-
tive contributors who were willing to share their 
stories and perspectives, the wide support from 
our community, all of the Environmental Literature 
students who put in the effort to make this a reali-
ty, and to you the reader. May these stories inspire 
you to step outside your personal bubble, find a 
kindred spirit in a stranger, be inspired to get out 
and try something new, and fully appreciate the 
natural beauty of Black Hawk County.
■introduction
by Jeremy Schraffenberger
I moved to Iowa in 2008, just after the flood that 
devastated much of the state, and just after a tor-
nado razed the town of Parkersburg, two loud 
reminders that human civilization is always and 
forever subject to the forces of the natural world—
however much we might like to believe otherwise, 
however much we might hope beyond hope that 
we can continue living our lives oblivious to the 
ruination of environments that unchecked human 
activity causes. In the face of natural disasters (only 
disasters from our perspective) and rising global 
temperature and the melting of ice in the arctic, 
what are we to do? How can we go on? The easiest 
thing in the world would be to quit, to ignore the 
signs of ecological distress and pretend that this 
story won’t end tragically. It’s much harder to do 
something because, well, what can any of us do as 
individuals? None of us individually is to blame 
for the current state of affairs—and to play blame 
games never gets us very far—but that doesn’t 
mean we should do nothing. Each small gesture, 
even the most mundane and seemingly insignifi-
cant, is a contribution to the cause. But what to do? 
 The purpose of this anthology is to give at least 
one answer to that question. The answer is to at-
tend to the beauty of the natural world around us. 
The answer is to listen to people’s stories of their 
relationship with the land—and to tell our own sto-
ries whenever we can. The answer is to be awake—
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or to put it in the words of the writer and activist 
Taylor Brorby, to “come alive.” The answer is also 
to observe your own place both more consciously 
and more conscientiously in order to experience 
the wonder and awe available to us. 
 The environmental scholar and poet Peter Hay 
argues that in addition to “rigour, rationality, [and] 
linear case-making,” we need to cultivate “a plural-
ist discourse within the broad church of environ-
mentalism,” including creative modes of writing 
that embrace “the subjectivity and relationality 
that an ecological perspective enjoins.” In other 
words, art can be a powerful (and, I would argue, 
necessary) response to environmental degradation. 
“Now more than ever,” writes Adam Bolts in his 
contribution to this anthology, “it is crucial that we 
collect our thoughts and personal journeys work-
ing with the land.“ The pieces of writing found in 
these pages represent a powerful and necessary 
response by recounting these writers’ thoughts and 
personal journeys. 
 In his insightful essay “American Geographies,” 
Barry Lopez proposes that if we are to have a truly 
national literature, we should consult the “local ge-
niuses of American landscape” who have deep, in-
timate knowledge of specific ecosystems. The work 
collected here was written by some of these often 
unheralded “local geniuses.” These essays, poems, 
stories, and interviews ask that we slow down a bit 
and pay attention. As John Miller points out in his 
vignette “Country,” “[S]peed seems to blind us to 
details. As we speed along, on the ground or as fly-
over country, we are left with the impression that 
[the land is] one big field, not noticing the intrica-
cies and differences of poor land and rich country.” 
introduction
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If we slow down, we can appreciate the richness to 
be found here. 
 Dr. Suzanne Bartlett Hackenmiller diagnoses 
what you might call the source of our contempo-
rary malaise. “I discovered,” she writes, “that we 
all feel kind of sentenced to be indoors, as if there 
is no credibility if we’re not locked inside being 
serious and ‘professional.’” Her prescription—and 
ours, too—is to free ourselves from being inside 
and go out to experience and celebrate the beauty 
outside our doors here in Black Hawk County. 

1nesting homes
By Monica Clark
My great-grandmother’s father grows corn in 
Indiana 
and the river is clear and blue as Chinese silk.
The red house with white trim, black cows, tall 
grass, 
white wash drying out in the sun, all sail 
below skies
as deep blue as the English rivers and German 
lakes
I was born from. This, as I understand it, is the 
outer nesting doll. Take the painted wooden 
layer off
and inside, my grandmother’s father raises 
pigs and brown
chickens. This is the inside of summer before it 
hatches fall:
the trees rain gold in the river and the river is 
clear and
leaf strewn and full of darting fish. I can pick 
monica clark
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one up
in my hand, scoop it up like a yolk in a spoon. 
I can keep
her, if I want to, in my pocket like a nesting 
doll. Remove
her head and inside my mother’s mother’s 
farm slouches
in the dusty ground like a vestige. There’s a 
white dog and 
a black cat, an old red barn on the bank of a 
river moving 
with mud matted with fur: runoff from the 
tanning factory
upstream from the farm, and I understand it 
to be in winter. 
There is a moving truck parked outside: boxes 
of photo
albums full of unsmiling sepia faces and barns 
rusted 
with the sun. My mother is six, carries the 
doll in her hand, 
shuts the door of her father’s house—an 
envelope sealed 
and closed with spit and grit from the mothers 
before her. 
Opening the doll’s body to place a wild rose 
inside, this is 
the memento my mother’s house carves from. 
The house 
I grew in is large and white, like a whale 
beached far away 
from the ocean it swam from. The river is rank 
with discarded 
anatomy, and the streams it births are can-riddled 
nesting homes
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and fatal 
to the deer that drink from it. And yet, this is 
the playground 
I grew upon, the spring the summer feasted 
on: the final 
nesting doll I palmed and smoothed like a 
worry stone. 
The rotten river is a beacon for home. The 
cancerous cans, 
a chime like a doorbell for the mouth of the 
foreign whale.
4a conversation with 
jane strike and 
david glenn-burns
By Kat Wohlpart and Bailey Baack
Tour of Threehouse: A Wesley Foundation 
David Glenn-Burns: This is the chapel, the cross 
that is up there is made from recycled wood that 
makes it reflect the community that we are trying 
to be, which is different sizes, colors, and shapes.
Jane Strike: Did you show them our tables?
Kat Wohlpart: I saw those, they’re very cool.
JS: We had to cut down a walnut tree in the backyard, 
and so Dave met somebody at the farmer’s market 
who took our logo and put it in there.
a conversation with jane and david
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KW: That’s a good way to reuse the tree.
JS: Did we tell you about the boards?
KW: No.
JS: It is the industrial waste of sunflower seeds.
DGB: Agricultural waste sunflower seeds.
JS: So, it looks like cork. The guys said that it was 
worse than wood in terms of splinters.
DGB: I want to show you the room upstairs. It will 
give you context. The building was built in 1952. 
This is the Kappa Sigma house, then there is an 
apartment house, and the third house down there 
was the Wesley Foundation building on this site. 
And when they got ready to build this, expand 
this, instead of throwing that away or tearing it 
down, they loaded it onto a truck and rolled it 
down the street and put it into an empty lot down 
there. So even in 1948 when they did that…
JS: They’ve been recycling a long time.
...
DGB: So, this is the game room. It’s not accessible 
unfortunately, but in the summer of 2009 there 
was a storm that came through Cedar Falls. 100 
mph straight winds that blew off… in the middle 
of the night, well, I guess it was about five in the 
morning—the wind lifted the corner and peeled 
the roof off and dumped it onto the Kappa Sigma 
kat wohlpart and bailey baack
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house next door. It rained, and we had extensive 
rain damage, I don’t know how many inches. . . . It 
was a bad storm. And then the water went down 
the center wall into the main floor into the basement 
so there was water damage in all of the big spaces. 
We were the incident of the single most damage in 
that storm.
This has got really great light, and there is a 
steel roof, so it’s really cool to be in here in the 
middle of a rain storm and hear the rain come 
down against that. It’s like being dry in the middle 
of a water fountain. 
Sit-Down Interview 
KW: Can you briefly sum up what you do here at 
Threehouse, how it started, and some of the history?
DGB: This is the campus ministry sponsored by 
the United Methodist Church. In the early 1900’s it 
was just the Methodist Church. The house that we 
mentioned that had been rolled down there was 
here a long time before that. It’s been a campus 
ministry since 1923, almost 100 years. We are kind 
of like a full-service gas station: we have worship 
and we have service projects and we have hockey 
games—and so fun stuff where we do learning and 
inter-faith things. A lot of people and groups use 
our building, so some of what we do is provide 
space. A safe space, or a place where campus 
groups are available and want to use the building.
KW: You mentioned all of these pieces that you 
reuse, with the sunflower seeds and the old trees. 
Is that part of what your message is? How did 
a conversation with jane and david
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you get those ideas and have that included in 
your space?
DGB: Well, part of it for me is it is an important 
part of our faith. Part of my faith as a Christian is 
to take care of creation and enjoy creation. I think 
that’s part of what it’s all about—to be able to enjoy 
it but also care for it and sustain it and be examples 
of ways to take care of creation.
KW: You’ve told us a lot about the roof coming off. 
Can you tell me any more? I wasn’t here in 2009, so 
if there is any background on the storm, I would 
love to hear it. 
JS: The wind started howling and I kept waiting 
for the storm alarm. There’s a storm alarm at 
Birdsall park that goes off if there’s a storm and 
I kept waiting for it to go off, and it didn’t go off. 
The winds were just ferocious and then there 
were thumps all over the place, and even in 
our neighborhood—we lost a couple of trees at 
our house in our backyard. That storm hit hard 
over at the Price-Lab School and through that 
neighborhood—18th St.
DGB: They didn’t call it a tornado, it was straight 
line winds that blew a lot of trees over. No injuries, 
but if you flew over you could see some sort of a 
swath of destruction.
Bailey Baack: I saw on your sign that you have been 
awarded for your conservation practices. Can you tell 
us a little bit about that or how else you have embraced 
conservation practices with your organization?
kat wohlpart and bailey baack
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DGB: When we put the patio in out there, we had 
thought that there would be a way to incorporate 
some conservation practices around that initially, 
but that was before the storm. Then when the 
storm came, we put the project on hold while we 
were figuring out what we needed to do with the 
building. So, in the storm recovery, we decided 
first of all that we did want to keep the building 
and we wanted to use our resources wisely. We 
wanted to use our financial resources, we wanted 
to use our natural resources, our people resources. 
So, we set a goal. We had really good insurance 
and if we had wanted to put the building back 
together like it was in 1952, we knew that the 
insurance would cover everything. But that would 
have meant overgrowth, wood paneling, and all 
kinds of stuff like that so we wanted to be green. 
The project that we were just talking about before 
the storm was starting to replace the windows 
with more energy-efficient windows. Both for the 
saving of energy but also for the money saving, 
so we talked to the architect that was working 
with us and we said, “We want to be as green as 
possible.” So, we used green building products 
wherever, as many recyclable—like the carpet 
squares are all recyclable. When we get done 
with it, it was literally green glue but it was also 
environmentally green adhesive. We used no low 
or zero VOC paint for all the painting and we used 
local contractors. When we got ready to buy all the 
furnishings for in here, we could have bought the 
cheapest kind, but they would have been shipped 
in containers from long distances away and we 
decided that we wanted to buy furniture made as 
close to here as possible. So, we found a furniture 
a conversation with jane and david
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store in Independence that would help us research 
who was building the furniture, and instead of 
being shipped by airplane or ship, it was trucked 
by some place in the United States. Less because 
it was from the United States and more because it 
was closer so we were trying to produce a smaller 
footprint.
So, the storm gave us the opportunity to 
think green and environmental. Once we got 
in that mode, we then worked with Josh or his 
predecessor to put in our first water conservation 
project out in front. It’s kind of the L-shape 
around the patio. It’s a bioretention cell. And 
the bricks that are in front of the front steps are 
a catch basin for the down-spout over in that 
corner, comes and dumps into there when it 
overflows into the bioretention cell. So, that’s two 
different practices and then our third practice 
was rain barrels. So four downspouts, we’ve 
got a different conservation practice with each 
downspout. Our goal is to have no water—we try 
not to contribute to the storm water run-off and 
the Dry Run Creek. 
We thought, “We are right here on the corner.” 
If people want to see what practices look like, 
they can come on by. So then we got creative and 
installed the permeable pavers in the back parking 
lot. And we found that it was really fun to see how 
many ways we could conserve resources and not 
suffer anything for it. Sometimes it’s been a little 
bit more expensive, but it’s been worthwhile. The 
flowers, there’s no flowers out there now, but the 
plantings that are in the bioretention cell are native 
prairie plants and grasses and things like that.
kat wohlpart and bailey baack
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JS: Many of which we got from the Tallgrass 
Prairie Center. 
 
DGB: A year ago in January, after all of these 
projects were done, we had the opportunity to buy 
the apartment green house on the corner, and we 
bought that to expand our ministry and make an 
intentional community, and we’ve tried to continue 
conservation practices over there. We have more 
yard to mow. We had a really nice lawn mower 
and it got stolen after a month. So we’re trying to 
figure out what we need to buy next; I’d like to 
buy goats . . . . We’re looking at some community 
garden or different things like that.
 
JS: We try to encourage groups to recycle 
aluminum, paper, plastic, cardboard, etc. 
Sometimes it’s frustrating because we think about 
that and the student groups don’t because that 
takes a little of extra effort.
 
BB: I like what you said about an intentional 
community and it seems like that’s, especially in 
conservation, what you’re doing. Every little thing 
has been intentional. Even with the tree tables and 
even your cross from different types of wood. It all 
seems very intentionally put together as an effort 
towards conservation.
 
DGB: If reactive can be positive, I like to go with that 
because it’s sort of like, we didn’t have this carefully 
planned out. It’s intentionally reacting to moments.
 
BB: For each of you, what is your relationship 
with the environment? Did you have any strong 
a conversation with jane and david
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connection with the environment before this, or 
did it really start through making the best out of a 
bad situation?
 
JS: I’m probably kind of weird because I’ve been 
recycling newspapers and aluminum cans and 
glass since I was a little kid. I’m in my fifties, so I 
remember always recycling that stuff because the 
Boy Scouts made money off of newspapers and 
my brothers were Boy Scouts, so there were always 
huge stacks of them in the garage. We happened to 
have an aluminum plant and glass factory in our 
town and they would pay to recycle those things. 
So we just always did it. It was a way to support 
organizations that we appreciated or were a part 
of. I continued to always recycle. It has just always 
been a part of what we’ve done. When I remodeled 
my kitchen, I put a recycling tub in my kitchen so it 
continued to be as easy as possible.
 
DGB: I think that I started paying attention to 
it more as a theologian. In seminary there was a 
lot of talk about creation, so I came out thinking 
theologically about that and how is our care of the 
earth a faith response. [Later] living in a farming 
community, I began listening to the farmers who 
were talking about water quality. Some of them 
were into conservation farming and I began 
reading more regarding the fight between city 
people who spray their lawns with lots of harsh 
chemicals and then turn around and blame the 
farmers for all the spraying. I began reading trying 
to gain a handle on how politics came into play. 
This is still important to pay attention to, so to find 
out about the Tall Grass Prairie Center and to find 
kat wohlpart and baily baack
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out about some of the earth science people around 
here. My neighbor was a soil conservationist 
district officer, so we would drive out into the 
country and watch where the water would go, and 
he would say, “Watch how criminal it is where they 
place the hog lots,” in the water place, and why 
would they put houses in this area because you 
know the water is.... So I just started listening to 
people talk about it.
13
true bees 
By Adam Bolts
“There is always one moment in childhood 
when the door opens and lets the future in”
—Graham Greene, The Power and the Glory
 
Some of my earliest memories involve catching 
apis mellifera. I remember stalking the flowerbed 
with our blue heeler, catching honey and bumble 
bees with my bare-hands. I don’t remember if I was 
stung often or at all; I can recall buzzing mason jars 
lined up on a shelf, holes poked in the top, each 
bearing a few dandelions—and watching. In the 
evening, we would complete the ritual by releasing 
the bees back to the garden. For a child, liberating a 
captive creature is a bittersweet experience.
Growing up, I was endlessly fascinated by the 
natural world. Besides having an interest in bees, 
14
 
I spent time reading about raptors, ferrets, frogs, 
lizards, and anything having to do with dinosaurs; 
in third grade, I spearheaded an effort to stop 
the deforestation of the rainforest by collecting 
donations. I’ll never forget the oversized “Save the 
Rainforest” shirt I constantly wore, or that twenty 
of the thirty dollars I raised was from my own 
pocket, hard-earned from doing chores around 
the neighborhood. When people asked me who 
I wanted to be like when I grew up, the list went 
something like: Ryne Sandberg, Michael Jordan, 
Jack Hanna and Marty Stouffer; my outdoor 
imagination was populated by novels like Where the 
Redfern Grows, My Side of the Mountain, White Fang, 
and Hatchet.
In middle school, however, like for most people, 
my trajectory changed. Not only did I dislike 
the constant test-taking involved with my new 
academic setting, I was completely uninterested 
in the quantitative sciences and anatomy we were 
learning; I enjoyed being out in nature, observing, 
which didn’t include dissecting a cat or peering 
into the unseen world of molecules.
It should be mentioned that around the same 
time I lost interest in becoming a professional athlete/
biologist I started my first band: for the next thirteen 
years, songwriting would define my existence.
“Announcing your plans is a good way to
 hear god laugh”—David Milch, Deadwood
I will never know exactly how I broke my neck.
The only reason I went to the doctor was 
because of an incident on stage: I was playing 
guitar and singing when my left arm stopped 
adam bolts
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working: a few weeks later my neck was full of 
titanium and cadaver bone; the surgery seemed to 
work, and I regained full control of my arm once 
again. While convalescing, I decided to take a break 
from music. My partner Janelle and I had always 
talked about getting out of the city, and we decided 
this might be the perfect time. It didn’t take long to 
find what we thought would be our forever home.
The small, two-bedroom ranch sat fifty yards 
off the 110 blacktop that ran between Shueyville 
and Swisher. Behind the house was a garden, 
three small outbuildings, a pair of apple and 
pear trees, and ten acres of rolling timber that 
sloped toward a small crick. The perimeter of the 
property was marked by healthy spruce and pine 
trees, serving both as a wind-block and home for a 
family of great-horned owls. During the evening, 
we would listen to the coyotes: the chorus would 
begin innocently enough, but after a few minutes 
it sounded as if a hundred had joined in the 
ritualistic cacophony. We grew to love the sound, 
and would rush outside after we heard a few 
introductory yelps, having never seen the secretive 
canines during the day.
The most thrilling opportunity our new 
property offered was the prospect of keeping bees. 
I had taken a beekeeping class through the Indian 
Creek Nature Center, and we had been reading 
beekeeping books and journals, learning the ins 
and outs of what it takes to become successful 
apiarists. I began working at the New Pioneer Food 
Co-op and volunteering at the Iowa Raptor Project 
with the hope that I could carve out a sustainable 
existence working with owls and organic produce; I 
figured beekeeping would make it a trifecta.
16
 
My dad and I had ordered material to build 
twelve beehives about the same time Janelle gave 
me the news: we were expecting our first child 
to be born in May—the same time the bees were 
scheduled to arrive. Emotions ran high: I was both 
ecstatic and terrified: what was life about to become?
In preparation, the winter of 2012-13 was spent 
building hives in one of our small outbuildings. 
The shed was full of holes and cracks and the 
winter was cold and snowy. An extended family 
of mice lived in the walls but we got along fine. 
The main problem was avoiding shooting myself 
with the nail gun. The wood we had procured 
for the hives was gnarly; when you shot a nail, it 
would often hit a knot and deflect into a finger or 
the palm of your hand. I received a tetanus shot 
for peace of mind and my left hand was often 
wrapped in bandages.
By spring, I had all the hives built, painted and 
positioned, and Janelle and I had turned what was 
once our office into a room with everything a newborn 
could need. It was just a matter of waiting. . . .
The bee packages ended up arriving on Janelle’s 
due date. (Bees are often shipped in small cages 
called “packages.” They contain a queen and 
usually two to three pounds of bees, which roughly 
equals 10,000 workers.) She stayed inside while we 
shook the bees into their hives. We had been told 
bee packages are docile because they don’t have 
any honey to protect, so we tried installing them 
without protective gear; after forty collective stings 
within the first five minutes we hightailed back to 
the house to don our armor.
Two days later our son Leo was born. He 
weighed over ten pounds, very healthy. 
adam bolts
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When I think back about this time, I remember 
a life alive: our newborn son, adorable and awake 
most of the night; the garden, growing with 
the starters we had planted after the frost had 
broken; the fruit trees, humming with the working 
pollinators we had given a home to; the owls, the 
coyotes, the cicadas, who after being underground 
for however many years choosing this time to fill 
the air with their psychedelic crooning. It is hard 
not to get sentimental. It was too good to last.
Because of a serious disagreement with our 
landlord we had to move out. Immediately. The 
thought of moving with a one-month-old baby 
was overwhelming enough; but what to do with 
the hives, now populated with at least 50,000 bees 
apiece? Luckily, a friend of mine who operates an 
organic farm on the north side of Marion said we 
could move some of the bees onto his property; 
another friend who owns an apple orchard outside 
of La Porte City gave us similar permission. The 
moving process was intense.
To begin with, each hive weighed well over a 
hundred pounds and was full of bees committed to 
stopping the operation. Ideally, if you must move 
your hives, it is better to do it the spring or fall, not 
the middle of the summer when their colony size is 
close to peaking. Secondly, logistically speaking, we 
lacked the implements to carry and move the hives. 
We ended up renting an enclosed trailer for fear 
of them tipping over inside the van—an issue we 
had read about—and built an impromptu litter to 
move them from the fields as if they were royalty. If 
this doesn’t sound challenging enough, the process 
had to be executed at night, after the bees had all 
returned to the hive. Somehow, it all worked out.
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We moved to Cedar Rapids and continued 
keeping bees on our friends’ property. Everything 
appeared to be going well, and we had a nice 
honey harvest the first fall. However, the following 
Spring was a lesson in CCD (colony collapse 
disorder).
During a usual Iowa spring—if there is such 
a thing—it is common for a beekeeper to open 
their hives once it is around 50-60 degrees, feeding 
simple syrup to get them through the winter 
dearth and into the bloom. On one of these early 
spring days I visited the site near Marion. My 
friend greeted me in the drive and we spent the 
first half an hour catching up, walking the rows 
of his organic farm, talking about the pollination 
benefits the hives would provide. I remember it 
was one of those hyper-optimistic conversations 
people often have after living for months almost 
exclusively indoors. However, our discussion 
changed when we reached the hives: all but one 
had died. The strangest thing was all the hives 
were heavy with honey. They had not starved. 
My friend went back to work and I cleaned out 
the hives, sweeping thousands of dead bees into 
a black contractor bag, feeling like I had done this 
somehow, feeling terrible. I sent about a hundred 
bees to Iowa State University to be tested—I was 
worried that it was American foulbrood: the 
scientists concluded that they had died from the 
bee version of dysentery (nosema). Plenty of my 
folks’ hives had died, too, with eerie similarities. 
The issue connecting the sites where we had the 
largest losses was a proximity to commercial 
agriculture treated by large amounts of pesticide.
adam bolts
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true bees
“A Who’s Who of pesticides is therefore of 
concern to us all. If we are going to live
so intimately with these chemicals eating 
and drinking them, taking them into the 
very marrow of our bones—we had better 
know something about their nature and 
their power.”—Rachel Carson, Silent Spring
Dismayed? Yes, but unwilling to cave.
To replenish our hives, we ordered Russian 
bees from upstate New York (the bees that had 
died were Italian and Carniolan). We had read 
Russian bees do better in colder climates, just in 
case the Iowa winter had anything to do with their 
demise. We also built new beehives to make sure 
that the hives themselves were not perpetuating 
the contraction of nosema or whatever else was 
harming the colonies.
It was another promising season with an 
average honey harvest, but once again, come 
spring, eighty percent of the hives that were close 
to agricultural pesticides were dead. Like before, 
the hives were full of honey.
I decided to move all my surviving hives to the 
apple orchard outside of La Porte City. The organic 
farm near Marion where I had been having reliable 
losses was bordered by thousands of acres of corn 
and soybeans; I figured this was why they were 
dying in such numbers. I positioned the hives at 
the apple orchard about a quarter mile away from 
a neighboring cornfield. I would find out soon this 
was not far enough away.
Meanwhile, on the home front, we were expecting 
another child, and I was having major doubts about 
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how sustainable my beekeeping, raptor rehabilitating, 
organic food selling life was in relation to raising 
two children. After a long conversation with Janelle, 
I decided to go to college to become an English 
teacher. We moved into married student housing on 
the campus of the University of Northern Iowa that 
summer so I could begin my study in the fall.
Once again, beekeeping provided another great 
spring and summer. If anything, it’s a good excuse to 
play outside. The following spring, however, brought 
a combination of wonderful and terrible news: our 
daughter, Della, was born the same week as her 
brother (and mother), near ten pounds, very healthy; 
however, every single hive at the apple orchard had 
died seemingly out of the blue. All the experts I spoke 
to and all the studies I read pointed to pesticides, 
specifically neonicotinoids, as the culprit.
Besides outsider opinions, we had one piece of 
evidence which appeared glaring: a few years back, 
my parents began keeping bees on a large swath of 
CRP (Conservation Reserve Program). The land had 
been returned to wild prairie status, and was located 
three miles from the nearest corn/soybean field 
treated with pesticides. The hives at this site then, and 
now, average a ninety-five percent survival rate (if I 
believed in exclamation points I would put one here).
Though there are issues other than pesticides 
that affect local pollinators—like habitat 
destruction by mono-cropping and the devastating 
varroa mite—the elephant in the room is pesticides.
Talk to any beekeeper that has experienced 
a massive loss of hives and they will eventually 
cite the “canary in the coalmine” theory. In other 
words, CCD signals a larger problem: agricultural 
use of neonicotinoid pesticides may be harming 
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more than we know. It is impossible not to wonder 
what event will propel us into rethinking the way 
we farm. But by then, will it be too late?
“Wherever you are is the entry point.” 
         ― Kabir
Leo now attends pre-school on the campus of 
the University of Northern Iowa. He was recently 
sent home with a charming photograph of himself 
stapled to an interview his teachers had given 
him. He talked about how high he could jump, 
how he was good at balancing on one leg, but the 
answer to what he feared was most amusing: bees. 
Apparently, being stung in Grandma and Grandpas 
backyard made quite an impression. Though he is 
currently afraid of bees, we are planning to get him 
a bee suit for his fifth birthday. Until then, he still 
likes to come with us when we open the hives. The 
site near La Porte city has a John Deere Gator and a 
few four-wheelers he likes to ride on, and he seems 
to find the woods endlessly fascinating. However, 
when I open the hives he hightails it back to the van 
so he can monitor the situation safely from afar. As 
for Della, she has the enthusiasm of having never 
been stung; her fearlessness remains unchecked in 
many an arena. Maybe she’ll be like my younger 
brother, Will, who has never been stung during any 
of the countless times he has worked with bees. 
We joke that it is because he is vegan. Who knows, 
there might be something to it.
As for me, I still get the same charge working with 
bees now as I did watching them as a child. Though 
True Bees is not the juggernaut we intended it to 
be, we have become better beekeepers, more aware 
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of how necessarily integrated we all are in earth’s 
systems. Moreover, though we can’t personally 
stop corporations from producing unnecessary 
and destructive pesticides, we can write about their 
effects. Like Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring—the 
catalyst for the formation of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency—writing has the power to 
influence the world around us. Now more than ever 
it is crucial that we collect our thoughts and personal 
journeys working with the land. By testimony, we can 
create a body of work that speaks against the millions 
of dollars companies like Bayer and Monsanto spend 
on public relations, misinformation.
Anyway, this spring is going to be different. 
Three weeks ago, we opened our hives on the 
CRP and found all of them alive; I ordered Italian 
bees for the apple orchard, which as of last year is 
now surrounded by CRP because the neighboring 
farmer has retired; also, we are going to avoid 
doing splits this year to see if that makes any 
difference (splitting hives is a good way to prevent 
swarming and grow one's bee-yard, but the process 
can also be disruptive). Like previous years, the 
vessel of True Bees will be piloted by mistakes 
learned, healthy optimism and humble curiosity.
After the trials and tribulations of our first five 
years’ beekeeping (here, I am reminded of the 
David Bowie line, “We've got five years, my brain 
hurts a lot”), what drives us to keep going are our 
kids. Believe me, after so many losses, we have 
felt like throwing in the towel plenty of times, 
but the experience of caring for bees has changed 
how we think about the natural world, and we 
would like to provide the same opportunities for 
our kids and others.
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vignettes 
from the field
By John Miller
COUNTRY
“Poor land may be rich country, and vice versa” 
wrote Aldo leopold in his essay “Country.” For the 
last 65 years it has been embedded in my mind. 
Those words resurfaced recently as I traveled a 
hundred miles to northeast Iowa.
I was on a schedule, but in no particular hurry. 
One of the disadvantages to fast travel is your vision 
narrows the faster you go. Like everything else, speed 
seems to blind us to details. As we speed along, on 
the ground or as flyover country, we are left with 
the impression that it’s one big field, not noticing 
the intricacies and differences of poor land and rich 
country. “Land is the place where corn, gullies, and 
mortgages grow. Country is the personallity of land, 
the collective harmony of its soil, life and weather. . .”
john miller
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In slowing down, I am aware that the land 
where I began my traveling was relatively flat, and 
did appear to be one gigantic corn and soybean 
field. And yet, the ribbons of road ditches and 
farmsteads added variety and interest. In late 
summer, the Big Blue Stem was headed out in its 
turkeyfoot configuration. Prairie sunflowers and an 
occasional Compass plant gave a reminder of what 
the total landscape may have looked like in my 
grandfather’s time, in the late 1800s.
The farmsteads were few and in varying 
condition. Many were mere skeletons of the 
past with dilapidated barns, corn cribs and hog 
houses, all built with lumber that now was in 
various stages of decay. The only evidence of life 
might be a car parked next to the old house whose 
architecture gave a hint of its age as well as the age 
of the other buildings. 
Occassionally, there would be the same old 
farmstead, with its small and dated buildings. 
However, these buildings were painted 
and surrounded with mown grass lawns. 
Accompanying the house were often flowers 
and vegetable gardens. The guess was that this 
farmstead may be owned by the farmer who was 
retired and chose to stay. The pride of ownership 
showed.
The flat land gave way to a gently rolling 
landscape. The flora of the road ditch was similar, 
but with ocassional patches of sumac, not quite ready 
to turn red. Ravines and field edges often had trees 
which made the fields of corn and soybeans smaller 
in size compared to the flatland acres. The road 
now undulated, back and forth, up and down as it 
followed the ridges and then dropped into the valleys.
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Noticeable in this rolling landscape were corn 
and soybean fields sharing ground with pastures 
and hay ground. Big, round hay bales could be seen 
dotting fields or lined in neat rows near the barns 
cattle yards. If the fields were inclined to be steep, 
these 800 to 1000 pound bales often positioned so 
that if bumped, they wouldn't start rolling downhill.
There were areas where the rolling terrain 
was edged with timber. The crop ground had it’s 
interesting contoured strips, an attempt at slowing 
down runoff and preserving the valuable resource, 
the soil. 
A seemingly higher percentage of the 
farmsteads were in working order. Newer 
buildings had been added exemplified by their 
comparatively large size and large doors to 
accommodate big equipment. Often, the metal 
covering would be something other than the old-
time red in color. Occasionally, the large metal 
covered buildings are configured to accommodate 
livestock, either dairy or hogs.
Yes, there still were the farmstesds where 
only the house was in use. However, the rolling 
landscape produced a more diversified agriculture 
which produced enough profit, with less 
dependence on Government programs, to keep the 
owner/operator viable in today's changing world.
I couldn't help but mentally compare the 
flatter, intensive row crop land, where my trip 
originated, to the rolling, more diversified landscape 
of, Northeast Iowa. My mental comparison was 
between Grundy County, great land and Allamakee 
county, great country. This does not diminish the 
idea you can't have great land and great country 
as well as poor land and poor country, both in the 
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same location. I may have to slow down even more, 
to understand the complexities of each landscape.
Carving out a living from agricultural endeavors 
is difficult, no matter where you live. However, 
did the historic government support programs for 
grain farmers accentuate the decline of smaller, 
diversified farms? The more corn acres you had, the 
more dollars in government support you received. 
It did not take a rocket scientist to figure out that 
more acres eligible for payments helped accelerate 
the idea of “get bigger or get out.”
Many years ago, my dad quoted a neighbor’s 
philosophy: “You buy more land, to raise more 
corn, to feed more cattle, to make more money, 
to buy more land,” and round and round it 
goes. Today, because of sheer size as well as 
specialization in livestock or grain production, that 
philosophy may be shortened to: “If I could only 
make enough money, raising corn, coupled with 
the income from off-farm jobs, I might be able to 
rent or even buy more land.”
As I concluded my trip through changing 
landscapes I couldn't help but think of Leopold’s 
famous lines, “The land ethic simply enlarges 
the boundaries of the community to include 
soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively 
the land. . . In short, a land ethic changes the 
role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land 
community to plain member and citizen of it. It 
implies respect for his fellow-members, and also 
respect for the community as such.”
More slow trips will be required to try to 
understand the how and the why, all members of 
the communities I traveled through, evolved to 
make the land and country what it is today.
john miller
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TRACTORS I HAVE KNOWN—
FARMALL 200
20 hp 1954-1956 $1,900 2 bottom plow, weight 3,540
If I could ever fall in love with a tractor, this 
certainly would be the one. My father purchased 
the 200 new in 1954. And, 61 years later, it is still on 
the original farm and still doing some of the jobs it 
has always done.
Although not a large tractor in either size or 
horsepower, it was very handy and easy to use. 
Hydraulics were a important part of this tractor. 
Not only did it have portals to snap in hydraulic 
hoses to a trailing implement, it also had rocker 
arms that could raise and lower a front mounted 
cultivator. However, the most useful hydraulically 
controlled feature was the fast hitch drawbar which 
easily allowed the driver to snap in implements 
like a hay mower or a grader blade. Once in place, 
both of these tools could be raised and lowered 
simply by moving a small lever.
In the early 50s, my father was in the legislature 
and had rented out the farm, but still kept the 200 
tractor. The renter, Charlie Siemens, told me to take 
the 200 and the mounted, two-roll cultivator and 
go to the neighbor’s (his brother) and help cultivate 
five-inch-high corn. Maybe a half-a-day job, but 
one with consequences.
I started to cultivate on one side of a small ten-
acre field. Cultivating on the other side of the field, 
was a kid about my age. With a choice of which 
gear to run, a slower speed was necessary so as to 
stay on the row. The slightest twitch of your hands 
on the steering wheel could result in getting off the 
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row and covering up corn or even plowing it out. 
Concentrate, John, concentrate. . . .
At the end of the field, I would stop, raise the 
cultivator with the touch of the hydraulic lever, and 
proceed to turn into the next two rows back across 
the field. Repetition, repetition—couldn’t we go a 
little faster? I became aware that my contemporary 
was making the end turns sooner than me. So, if 
I moved the throttle a notch (or two), maybe we 
can go a little faster and still stay on the row. Oops! 
I zigged when I should’ve zagged and covered 
a couple hills of corn. I didn’t stop, and uncover 
them—who would ever notice those two out of 
the thousands surrounding them? But I did notice 
that the other cultivator seemed to be going faster. 
Maybe if I concentrated a little more I could go a 
couple notches more on the throttle. However, my 
concentration seemed to be broken when I would 
take my eyes off the row to see who was ahead in 
this developing race to the end of the cornfield.
When I came in second again at the turnaround 
at the end of the field, my conclusion was that the 
other guy must be going in third gear, rather then 
second gear like me. Covering up corn was getting 
to be a habit at this higher speed. But I couldn’t 
turn on the steel seat and look back to see how 
much was covered, because I would not just cover 
it up, but completely plow it out! Well! There had 
to be one more option to get me out of second 
place in this corn field contest. And the hydraulics 
were the answer! If I pushed the hydraulic lever 
when I got a few feet from the end of the row, the 
plowing shovels would be out of the ground and 
high enough that I could make my turn on the end 
without stopping. Wow! Did that make a difference! 
john miller
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I sailed into first place, not only covering ground 
but probably covering corn. But, it didn’t last long 
because the other tractor also had a higher gear. . .
Although we never spoke to each other or 
seemed to acknowledge the other guy’s presence, 
we had to have finished that corn field job in record 
time. All is well that ends well.
However, the “end” wasn’t in sight for a 
few more days as two young tractor jockeys, 
minus tractors and cultivators, spent their time 
uncovering corn, one hill at a time.
FEEDING BRUNO
Doing jobs on a regular schedule at a regular time 
is often associated with agriculture. Planting in the 
spring and harvest in the fall is a given, but with 
a variance in timing. With livestock care, timing is 
more critical and on a daily basis. I was raised with 
the traditional practice of feeding, and other care of 
livestock, being performed first thing in the morning. 
I started my livestock education as a ten-year-
old 4-H-er with a baby beef. The object was to 
purchase a young (400 lb.) beef in the fall and care 
for it in such a manner that it would grow into 1,000 
pounds or more by 4-H Fair the following August.
The objective was to get the maximum daily 
gain. To achieve this goal, a balanced diet, 
presented in a timely manner, was necessary. The 
“timely manner” meant getting a young kid out 
of bed in the morning to feed his project. This was 
part of the learning process and it went on for 
the nine years I was in 4-H with various animal 
projects, of which Bruno was one.
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With the clashing desires to stay in bed vs. doing 
the feeding chores on time, this young brain said there 
had to be a better way. And there was, at least for a 
short time with the implementation of a “self-feeder.”
The brainstorm of a self-feeder required the 
collection of a variety of items: a wooden box to 
hold the ground ear corn and linseed meal for extra 
protein (collectively referred to as “feed”). The box 
was built with a vertical sliding door at one end. 
The box was mounted at a 45-degree angle, above 
the feed trough (bunk), just high enough so Bruno 
could not reach it. A stout cord was attached to the 
sliding door as a means to pull open the door and 
let the feed slide out and fall to the bunk below.
The sliding door cord was strung over on a 
couple of pulleys mounted on the ceiling with 
enough distance between the two to be out of 
harm’s way. On the opposite end of the vertical 
cord was a weight rescued from a double-hung 
window—enough weight to pull open the sliding 
door when triggered.
With a single hole to attach the cord, a second 
smaller hole is drilled in the weight. A needle is 
inserted part way into the hole. I don't remember, 
from 65 years ago, what held the weight vertical. 
Today, it would be a PVC tube with the needle resting 
on the top edge of the tube as it held up the weight.
A string from the needle goes to the hammer 
of a mouse trap. When the mouse trap is snapped, 
the hammer jerks the needle from the weight, the 
weight drops pulling the cord attached to feed box 
door. The door comes up, the feed slides out and 
Bruno is fed. Or is he? Who trips the trap?
One thing is known, John is not going to wake 
up to the alarm clock and get out of bed just to trip 
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the mouse trap. There is a better use for the alarm 
clock. Fortunately, it is a mechanical clock that has 
two windup knobs, one to power the clock and the 
other one to power the alarm. However, the set up 
is not complete until we add one more item.
That item is a pincher clothes pin. It is snapped 
over the windup knob of the alarm and will 
revolve when the alarm goes off.
Let’s see how it works. The alarm goes off at 6 
o'clock in the morning and turns the clothes pin 
which winds the thread going to trigger the mouse 
trap and snap the trap. The force of the hammer 
snapping jerks the string, pulling the needle from the 
window weight. As the weight falls, on the other end 
of the attached cord, the feed box door is jerked up, 
the feed slides out, Bruno is fed and John sleeps in as 
he has no alarm clock to wake him.
Zzzzzzzzzz
CHANGING EWALD
My father, Earl, practiced conservation with crop 
rotations and planting row crops on the contour. 
After 1968, the rotations evolved into only two 
crops, corn and a newer crop for us, soybeans. The 
only grass that remained was found in the 45-foot-
wide strips of waterways and headlands, where 
washing water could cause serious soil erosion if 
planted to row crops.
One summer day, the waterway and headland 
grass had been mowed, and I was using the 
Farmall 200 tractor, pulling a side rake, to windrow 
the hay in anticipation of baling it for winter time 
cow feed. Oftentimes, the only contact between 
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neighbors could be at the line fence if they 
happened to be in their respective fields at the 
same time.
And so it was that on this particular day, Ewald, 
my neighbor, stopped his John Deere two-cylinder 
tractor, and came over to the fence that separated 
us, and we began to visit. In retrospect, it was the 
beginning of a transformational time for Ewald. It 
appeared that he had more than small talk on his 
mind when he said, “You’re the conservationist, 
what would you do?” He was very much aware 
of our terraces, contour, grassed headlands and 
waterways. I was very much aware of his farming 
methods, which were filling up my waterways 
with his eroding soil.
The comparison between farming methods 
created an opportunity. For twenty years, Ben 
Clausen would bring his UNI conservation classes 
on field trips to the farm. It was an opportunity to 
try and educate students on different ways to use a 
valuable resource—the soil.
One of the class stops was in the middle of 
our waterway. As we looked at the line fence 
separating us from Ewald’s bean field, we could 
see three to four feet deep of eroded soil held back 
by the dead grass plastered against the woven wire 
of the fence.
The hillsides that contributed to this erosion, 
were in a four year rotation of continuous 
soybeans, planted straight up and down the 
hill. Also contributing to the erosion was the fall 
plowing and up to four cultivations during the 
growing season. Ewald and his wife, each with 
their two-row cultivator mounted on their John 
Deere tractors, would start cultivating as soon 
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as the beans were of sufficient height too avoid 
covering them. Cultivating slowly across the farm, 
they would wait a few days, and do it all over 
again. . . and again. . . and maybe even a fourth 
time, weather permitting.
It may have been a combination of factors that 
started Ewald's transformation. One of those could 
have been the Hudson Vocational Agriculture 
class and FFA chapter developing a “Conservation 
Mile.” The class picked out four separate farms and 
picked fields with the same soil types, but different 
tillages and crop rotations. The goal was to put the 
calculated annual soil loss of each site, as well as 
other site specific information, on a large sign next 
to the field. Because of the visibility of the sign to 
everybody driving by, the agreement between the 
class and the farmer was if the farmer didn’t like 
the sign, it would be taken down.
KWWL TV did a news segment showing the 
different practices and the average annual soil 
loss at each site. Three of the sites used different 
methods of conservation tillage and were well 
under the permissible annual soil loss limits. 
However, the fourth site, with the use of the mold 
board plow, was well above the soil loss limit. 
One could only guess if Ewald saw the TV story. 
However, his sign came down at his request.
At our fence line meeting on that summer day, 
Ewald agreed to meet with the National Resource 
Conservation Service District Conservationist, Bart 
McAninch in the near future. This opportunity was 
too great for me to mess up—bring in the expert.
When Ewald, Bart and I met in Ewald’s 
kitchen, Bart laid a farm map in front of Ewald 
and carefully explained some land treatment 
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options that would help save his soil. Ewald’s body 
language showed a great deal of confusion as 
Bart was talking. I think my greatest contribution 
that day was not talking, but turning the map of 
Ewald’s farm 90 degrees. It was at that point that 
everything that Bart was suggesting was making 
sense and the body language confirmed it.
What followed in due time, were grass 
waterways and stretches of grass headlands. Most 
interestingly, where Bart had placed red flags every 
50 feet across the slope, marking the contour line, 
Ewald drove a steel fence post. Those posts staying 
in place for many years afterwards, keeping the 
original contour line well marked.
Ewald was a proud farmer. It was a proud 
statement when he said, “I farm just like my father 
taught me”. However, times changed. He no longer 
had the original small fields and the crop rotations 
of his father’s time. However, he did change, and 
for the good of the land, and community.
Ewald died 18 years ago, but his changes live on.
john miller
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a conversation 
with roger white
By Kat Wohlpart
Kat Wohlpart: We got put into contact with you 
through Josh Balk. Can you tell me how you 
know him?
Roger White: Josh is with the Soil and Water 
District, and even his predecessor—this has been 
going on for a number of years—they do the water 
quality checks twice a year on Dry Run Creek as a 
part of his job is to be the director or the facilitator 
for the Dry Run Creek grant project, and I had 
participated in those snap shot water quality 
events for a number of years prior to when Josh 
took over when he was hired, and I have actually 
been through the DNR training as a water quality 
inspector. Before I went through the training, I 
actually did some of the water monitoring on Dry 
Run Creek every April, and September/October, 
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provided the weather permits. Josh also knows me 
from the Resource Enhancement And Protection 
committee—that’s REAP—and I’ve been the chair 
of that committee for Black Hawk County for half 
a dozen years or so. So we meet two or three times 
a year, and Josh and I have crossed paths there. 
We run into each other at other events around 
the community. The REAP project an assembly 
every other year in the fall, and Josh usually has a 
presentation. We’ve known each other ever since 
he started in that position. I’d say that’s been about 
three or four years ago, I can’t remember just 
exactly. When you get to be my age, time, it flows, 
but if you don’t have the distinct mileposts to mark 
it, it all kind of blends together.
KW: I find it interesting that he gave us a list of 
people he had contacted who were interested in our 
project, and everyone kind of had a job title, and 
you were listed actually as an “outdoors person.”
RW: Well, that’s true.
KW: Can you tell me why you would call 
yourself that?
RW: I grew up on a farm and spent a lot of 
time outdoors. I love the outdoors, even in 
winter. I snowshoe. I’m a regular walker in my 
neighborhood. I live in the Hartman Reserve 
neighborhood and have spent many, many hours 
there. I was on the Friends Board of Hartman 
Reserve for about 12 years. Hartman is very close 
to my heart. I’m also a bicyclist and tend to ride 
a couple thousand miles a year—and garden. We 
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have both flower gardens and vegetable gardens. 
In fact, our vegetable garden is much bigger 
than my wife and I need, but we share it with—
two ladies who live on Round Street south of 
University—as well as all of our friends and most 
of our neighbors. So, that’s what being an outdoors 
person means to me. I fish a little. Not a lot in this 
community. But, I’ve fished, for example, in the 
Iowa Great Lakes. I have a friend, and he and I 
have gone to Canada for several years, fishing. I’ve 
fished in Minnesota. I’ve fished in Wisconsin. I’ve 
fished in Missouri. So, I do a little fishing. I’m not a 
hunter, but I’m very interested in natural resources, 
conservation, and the environment.
KW: Can you tell me in what ways? I know you’ve 
mentioned some of the boards you’ve been on, but 
what drew you to that, and what have you done in 
the community?
RW: What drew me to it is that our environment is 
changing. Iowa has the most changed topography 
of any of the other fifty states. We’ve gone from 
savannahs and wide open prairies to almost 
continuous row crop corn and beans; wetlands 
have been destroyed, and we’re never going 
to have any of these environmental treasures 
because with the wetlands, with the forests, with 
the prairie—it’s a whole population of plants and 
animals, insects, critters—when their home is 
gone, they’re gone, and a lot of them probably no 
longer exist at all. At least, they don’t exist in the 
quantity they used to. That troubles me because, 
growing up as a kid, there was a lot of wildlife 
visible, and we had pheasants, we had quail, 
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rabbits, raccoons. One part of my teenage years, 
I’m not terribly proud of, but I was a trapper for a 
number of years, and used what I think now are 
terrible torture: leg hold traps. That was some of 
my early understanding of nature, because there 
was a section of creek that was handy for me, 
and muskrats were primarily what I trapped—
although I have trapped beaver, and mink, and a 
few other critters too, but muskrats primarily—
and after three or four years of heavy trapping, I 
wasn’t seeing them anymore. I finally realized that 
I’ve been taking the parent stock out, and they’re 
not producing new generations, so I moved to a 
different segment of the creek and tried to trap it 
less intensely. I guess that was the beginning of my 
understanding. 
On our farm—it was hilly—there was a lot of 
erosion. Sometimes the hilly areas would erode, 
and then the water would settle down in the 
lowland, and there would be two or three inches 
of silt that would fill in. In fact, one time we had a 
really heavy rain, and about a quarter of a 40-acre 
field was just covered with silt so that the corn that 
had been up 4 or 5 inches was basically buried. 
All that was there were a few leaves sticking up; 
most of them were just totally buried with this silt 
that was just moved from one place on our farm to 
another place on our farm. 
Those kinds of things bothered me over the 
years. It bothers me now that we are pretty much 
mining our state in terms of how agriculture is 
carried out, although there is beginning to be 
some hope as people are starting to do some 
renewable, sustainable types of agriculture. But 
all those things trouble me. It troubles me that 
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the water that flows in our rivers is as filthy dirty 
as it is; it has so much soil in it, and with that soil 
comes everything that was put on that soil, all the 
chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, the herbicides. 
That all troubles me. 
So, what have I done? Well, I’ve been involved 
with REAP for many years; I’m involved with 
just about every conservation organization that 
exists—Audubon, Iowa Natural Heritage, Iowa 
Environmental Council—and try to live my life 
in a way that is more sustainable. We recycle 
everything we can, encourage recycling in other 
environments, with other organizations. You know, 
I guess, I’m trying to do what I can kind of on the 
edges; I’m not in any position to do anything really 
dramatic, or anything, you know, earthshaking, 
but I think if a lot of us just kind of work around 
the edges, we will have an impact.
KW: You mentioned that while you were trapping 
you slowly noticed a change in what animals you 
were seeing. What are some other changes? Have you 
noticed changes in how built-up this area has been? 
RW: I came here in 1969. College Square had just 
been built, and just behind College Square was 
really the end of Cedar Falls. Now, of course, it’s 
expanded all the way to the south, to the west of 
the University. The University was on the edge of 
the city on the corner. It no longer is now. In terms 
of what other changes have occurred, we used to 
have a lot of oak trees in our neighborhood around 
Hartman Reserve. Over the years, the oak trees 
have died. In fact, we had a lot of them in our yard, 
and over the years we’ve had to take down four or 
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five, and our neighbor has taken down three. These 
are big, multi-hundred-year-old oak trees, 150 to 
200-year-old oak trees. They are succumbing to a 
wilt. I mean we’re not taking them down because 
we don’t like the trees anymore. They’re dying, 
and that’s why we’re taking them down. We’ve 
had hickory trees that are old also that have blown 
down in the wind. We’ve lost a couple of those in 
our area. So, the trees species, tree variety and tree 
size, is changing. Sometimes people will plant a 
tree after one comes down, but none of us living 
now will see that tree become mature, perhaps not 
even you, but certainly I won’t. There is a double 
oak in our backyard that got to be 200 years old. 
That tree has been there longer than Iowa has been 
a state, so it was still native, wild territory when 
that little tree started growing. 
Other changes? Well, you know with 
development comes more paving, and every time 
you pave another square yard you have that much 
more runoff, and so it’s no mystery that since about 
the early 90s we’ve had, in Cedar Falls, a 500-year 
flood, at least two 100-year floods, and another 
one that is probably a 250- or 300-year flood. That 
shouldn’t be happening, but that’s happening 
because of the rain; the rain pattern is changing 
because the climate is changing, and it is changing, 
I don’t care what the deniers say. But not only 
do we have the climate changing and producing 
more varied precipitation and weather events, but 
more of that water that comes down immediately 
gets flushed into the streams—and that’s true 
off of farm land too because they have taken out 
wetlands, they’ve straightened streams, they’ve 
tiled, anything to get the water away as quickly 
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as possible. In town, every bit of paving produces 
runoff and that all gets to the stream quicker, and 
therefore you have the swollen stream quicker and 
longer backed-up water upstream, all that water 
from Minnesota is still pushing down and keeping 
the river level high. 
All that’s a concern to me. I have a daughter. She 
doesn’t live in Iowa right now, but she’s got most 
of her adult life ahead of her yet, and I don’t know 
what she’s going to see when she’s my age if she 
lives to be my age. And she doesn’t have children 
now, but if she has children, what those children 
will see by the time they’re my age, I have no idea. 
I can’t really imagine it, but when I do stop to think 
about it, I don’t have optimistic feelings. I hate to be 
a pessimist, but I’m not sure that our society really 
cares enough yet, and when it’s a crisis, they’ll 
care, but they apparently are not willing to see the 
crisis that I think is coming. The flood of 2008 was 
before you were here. I mean, that was a crisis, and 
the whole community turned out for three or four 
days, day and night, sandbagging and working to 
make sure we kept the river inside the banks, and 
we did on this side of the river. Of course, we didn’t 
on the North Cedar side because there is no way 
you can possibly protect that side; there is no levy 
that would be possible because of the terrain to the 
north. You’d have to go all the way to Janesville and 
start building a levee to keep the high water from 
inundating North Cedar. But on this side of the 
river, we did a pretty good job of protecting it. Last 
September, well, that was a microcosm of what it 
was like in 2008, because the river was significantly 
lower and the flood lasted a much shorter time 
than in 2008. When we have a crisis, then we wake 
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up for a little while at least, and then other things 
distract us, and we think, well, maybe that will 
never happen again, maybe we survived the real 
tough one and we can go on business as usual. But, 
I just read the other night in the paper, and this is 
not local, this is global: this winter we came through 
in the Arctic with the lowest amount of floating ice 
on record. Previously, the lowest record had been 
2015, and that record was broken this year. 2016 
was about the same as 2015. It didn’t get any worse, 
but the winter of 2016-2017 is the worst one so far 
in terms of the ice that is up there. It’s having an 
effect on critters. It’s having an effect on permafrost. 
There are villages in the Arctic in northern Canada 
and Alaska that are sitting on permafrost, and now 
the permafrost is thawing and they are starting to 
sink because the permafrost is not very substantial. 
It’s what formed millions of years ago before we 
had all the ice.
And one of the things that really bothers me 
is that we have a lot of greenhouse gas that’s 
emitted now. Carbon dioxide is probably the most 
common one, but it is not the worst one. Methane 
is far worse. Every square yard of permafrost that 
thaws, it starts decaying and it just releases all 
kinds of methane. What’s methane? It is basically 
natural gas. It’s good stuff, and we use it a lot, 
but it is not good stuff when it is released into 
the environment. So, that’s why I probably come 
across as a bit of a pessimist.
KW: You mentioned that you did some water 
quality testing. Can you tell me a little bit about 
what goes on and what you are looking for in 
that testing? 
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RW: Well, we’re looking for the temperature of 
the water, looking for the clarity of it. There is a 
column that we fill up with water and we see if 
we can see the x in the bottom, and how many 
centimeters of water is in the tube before we can 
visibly see it. That’s dealing with clarity. We’re 
looking at nitrites. We’re looking at oxygen level. 
There are a couple of other tests. You can go out 
and do these samples, and in a matter of about 
10 or 15 minutes in one spot you can get a pretty 
good handle of what’s happening in that spot. 
These tests are really useful individually, but where 
they’re really useful is when you look at them 
collectively. What’s happening between 5 years ago, 
4 years ago, 3 years ago, or 2 years go. 
They are done twice a year: once in the spring 
and the fall. Whatever happened just a few days 
before you do these samples can skew the results 
tremendously. They almost should be done more 
regularly, but it’s a big project. There are probably 
thirty sites around the community that are tested, 
and for each, usually a group of two people will get 
maybe four sites to test, so it takes several teams to 
get out and do all the tests for the grant that funds 
the work that’s being done. That work is both in 
agriculture as well as in the community itself. That 
grant funds the work that is being done, and as 
part of that grant, they indicated they would do 
the test twice a year to monitor what’s happening 
with regard to improvement, or lack thereof, with 
the practices that are being implemented both in 
the rural area and in the metro area. There are six 
or seven tests all together, and I haven’t hit all of 
them. There is one of them that measures the salt 
in the water that basically runs off from the streets. 
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There is one that does the pH. We do a pH test 
there probably one or two more, but I can’t cite 
them all from memory. 
KW: Do you have any stories you feel like we 
should touch on that you wanted to share with us?
RW: I don’t really have any specific stories. You 
know, I am really torn, because development is good. 
The house that I live in, they told us that it was once 
a horse pasture. The story goes that the area where 
our house is—which is sort of the backyard to this 
house that was originally the horse pasture. So, you 
know, I understand that in order to have places 
to live we’ve got to have development, but yet at 
the same time the development seems to become 
everything. It doesn’t just become the means for a 
place we need to carry on our lives, but it seems like 
development is the standard. We got to develop, 
develop, develop, and along with that comes politics, 
but in order to encourage development we have all 
these tax incentives so that the city, the county, and 
the school district—they’re not even going to get 
any benefits from that development for maybe 10, 
15, or 20 years down the road as the tax benefits. 
Tax rebates are worked through or, if it’s a TIF [Tax 
Increment Financing] district, the property taxes go 
into the TIF fund and it doesn’t go to the rest of the 
community until that TIF agreement expires. We 
need development in order to maintain our lives, 
but we really need a little more reflectiveness, a 
bit more thought about what and how and where 
we’re developing, I guess. And I am not on the 
city planning and zoning commission, which has 
a big say in how development is done, and I won’t 
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say that they’ve done things poorly in Cedar Falls. 
I think they’re starting to do good things, and 
they’re starting to make sure that there’s park land 
set aside; public spaces when they open up new 
spaces. They’re doing some things to collect run off 
water so it doesn’t immediately go into the storm 
sewers, with ponding and things like that. It’s just 
too bad that it’s taken us to 2017 before we are doing 
some of these things, and a whole lot of time has 
passed when we weren’t doing the right things. For 
example, now it’s required to have sidewalks when 
you’re putting in a new development, while there 
was a whole period of time when sidewalks were 
thought of as being unneeded, and so we’ve got 
great sections of town now with no sidewalk. Well, 
I am a walker. Also, I walk nearly every day, and, 
in our neighborhood, you can get by walking in the 
street because it’s pretty quiet back there, but there 
some areas where you don’t have the luxury of being 
able to walk on the street when there’s no sidewalk. 
Well, how are you going to do any walking? How 
are you encouraging people to do things that are 
environmentally and healthily sound if they can’t 
do it? If all they can do is get in their cars and drive, 
which is environmentally and healthily unwise? I 
mean, yeah, we’re doing better things now, but why 
did it take us a hundred years before we started 
figuring some of these things out? I don’t know, and 
if the younger generation, your generation, maybe a 
little younger than my daughter, but approximately 
my daughter’s age, asks me why this did not happen 
40, 50, 60 years ago, I don’t have a good answer. 
People were just oblivious, I guess. They just thought 
that we could continue doing what we were doing 
forever and no big deal.
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KW: What would you hope then going forward 
now that we are on the right track? Do you think 
that there is a message or something that you think 
people going forward should keep in mind when 
we’re planning on living on this earth? 
RW: Well, now I am going to get very political. I 
don’t think people can do like they did in the last 
election and hope to have progress. We’re going to 
regress over the next four years, as we have been 
in the State of Iowa for the last four years. As a 
country, we’re going to regress in the concern of 
the environment and any kind of advance toward 
environment sustainability. That’s one concern I 
have. It’s so hard to get where we need to be, and 
it’s so easy for us to fall back. It’s like a person who 
goes on a diet and gets their weight where they 
need to be, and then it’s so easy to fall back and 
all of a sudden, we’re softer than we were before. 
What disappoints me is that message was totally 
lost in the last few elections, like we can do what 
we did back in the 40s, the 50s, and the 60s, and 
we can plunder the planet, no big deal. I don’t 
think so. Again, you get my strain of pessimism. 
I am not an optimistic person about some things. 
I am not optimistic about our society and the 
sustainability of it until there’s finally a crisis 
that pushes us over, and we better do something 
about this, but then it will catch up and maybe too 
late too little too late. I’ll just leave it at that. I’ve 
stepped on enough toes.
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the waterloo writing 
project
By Kevin Roberts and Alyssa Bruecken
The Waterloo Writing Project provides an open 
space for students of the Waterloo area to come 
and express themselves through different styles 
of writing. The founders of this organization, 
Kevin Roberts and Alyssa Bruecken, have worked 
many years with students in the Waterloo area 
and founded the Waterloo Writing Project in the 
summer of 2015. Our group of dedicated writers 
range from early elementary to high school, and all 
of them love to share their passion for words every 
Sunday during our “Sunday Sessions.” 
We also take the time to go out into the 
Waterloo community to do performances, 
showing others what these students do with their 
time outside of school. We believe that every 
voice is meant to be heard, and work with each 
student to find theirs in whatever form they so 
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choose. The writers enjoy writing in different 
environments, whether it be at the WWP or 
by exploring the outdoors for inspiration. This 
selection of environmental writing is one of several 
community projects our writers have participated 
in, and they are very excited that they were able 
to share samples of what they do on a weekly 
basis in Waterloo. The Waterloo Writing Project 
would like to thank you all for including us in this 
environmental anthology. 
As educators, we wanted both to provide a 
space whose sole existence is to serve student 
voice, and to show what amazing young minds 
exist in this community. The Waterloo Writing 
Project also exists to allow critical dialogue and 
mentorship for young authors of all ages to give 
and receive support. But, as usual, the young 
authors say it best.
“To me the Waterloo Writing Project is a place to 
express emotions through writing, raps, stories, 
comics, etc. The WWP is a place to be artists 
around other artists.”    —Josh, 7th grade
“The Waterloo Writing Project is a place where I 
can go to express myself through my writing. I can 
write ideas and share things with people. It is a 
place where no voice is unheard and unwanted.” 
—Ashley, 10th grade
“When we’re here, when we’re writing, we become 
a community.”                     —Sabur, 8th grade
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ONE WITH THE WATER
By Kalilia Givens
The breeze kissed her locks and drifted away, 
leaving the cold imprint of empathy on her scalp. 
She looked out into the vast, unsettling void, con-
templating the feeling it gave her. She breathed in 
the wind, letting it caress her lungs. She dipped 
her slender fingers into the crisp cold water. Her 
eyes hugged the streak where the sun hit the quilt 
of memories, it was always moving, fickle waves 
dancing in sync. The air chilled her skin and she 
pulled her thoughts around her. It sung in her ears, 
the symphony of spring playing imperfect notes. 
Her heart skipped a beat as she looked. Looked into 
the gray emptiness. She couldn’t see the bottom, 
but she hoped it was there. It made her depressed, 
nostalgia warming her skin. It looked unreal, almost 
illustrated in nature. She looked into the salmon sky, 
blending with a lilac blue to create a warm home for 
cotton speckled clouds. The metal structure moaned 
as her pale skin came to greet it. She opened her 
arms to the oxygen suddenly at ease. For once in 
her life she was at peace. Her thoughts had gone 
to swim. She looked out across the skyline, a small 
smile tugging at her lips. And for a fast unforgiving 
moment, she leapt. She was one with the water.
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BEAUTIFUL YOU
By Ashley Woods
I had told you—told you I was sorry
For all the pain I’ve caused—‘cause now you’re 
hurting
Let me turn the dial back
Take back all the smoke
Let me take the tires back 
And bring back the love
I remember wind blowing through my hair
Reminiscing the sun as it beats on my skin
I remember beautiful you—beautiful you
I was taught—that you loved me
But now I’ve left you all alone—I’m so sorry
I had told you—told you I was sorry
For all the pain I’ve caused—‘cause now you’re 
hurting
 
Let me turn the dial back
Take back all the smoke
Let me take the tires back 
And bring back the love
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I  PICKED SOME FLOWERS IN THE PARK
By Ashley Woods
When I went to the park, I saw some flowers. One 
kind was a little violet flower, and it looked really 
pretty but didn’t smell very good. There was also a 
yellow flower, a dandelion, that I thought smelled 
good, so I had to pick them all. Later, I accidentally 
got distracted and dropped all the flowers I had 
picked. 
I like the wind blowing in my face—it feels 
alive, like me. When it’s warm out, I enjoy being 
outside because it makes me happy. I also like the 
cold, because then it snows and it’s pretty and fun 
to play with. 
Blue skies are the best with white, fluffy clouds, 
but my favorite sky is at sunset, where you see 
pink, yellow, and orange everywhere.
I don’t like the rain, or when it gets dark at 
night time. Those are the times when I’m not al-
lowed to go outside and play!
NATURE IN BLACK HAWK
By DeAvion Lumpkin
It is all the same, basically, because some people 
care but most don’t. People just drop trash every-
where but there is always a beauty in nature like 
birds, bugs and flowers. But if you’re not looking 
really hard, it would not look good. But there is 
always beauty in nature. 
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ONE TIME AT THE BEACH
By Daniel Mitchell
One time I was at the beach
And we were looking at the stars
And this girl was laying next to me
And the blanket that we had, had stars on it as 
well
It looked liked we were just floating in an abyss
Honestly, when I see her face I just smile I guess
I mean, our cars came and the lights were on
them so we could see what the waves look 
like
I'll be waiting here on the sand
I remember that first night you were wearing a 
power ranger black T-shirt
So was I, a different color, so was Moey and his 
brother
Not as pure, so insecure
The times have changed
But really we just looked up at the stars
For a couple hours, turned off all the lights on the 
cars
The world was ours it was, yours
It was mine
The time flew by like it was prime time and I'm 
inside of
Life, you shouldn’t be my wife you should just be 
with me on this beautiful night
Maybe we can make things right
Maybe we can do it without any spite
It's just for tonight, and we hope it doesn’t end
So we drive back to our homes chilling with our 
friends
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city trees make 
civilization possible
By Kamyar Enshayan
During the summer months, every time I look 
out our kitchen window, I see our neighborhood 
kids playing in the well-shaded alleys, sidewalks, 
and backyards. The key word here is shade 
that practically covers several blocks. In a hot 
summer afternoon I can walk from my house on 
Washington Street all the way to downtown Cedar 
Falls almost entirely in the shade, thanks to the 
forethought of city planners of the past.
Trees and shade are key features of a 
pleasant place, an inviting business district or a 
neighborhood, a place where you would want to be. 
But look around in all new subdivisions or a new 
business center, and it is all concrete and asphalt. 
“The Public Realm is the connective tissue of 
our everyday life. It is made of those pieces of 
terrain left between private holdings. It exists in the 
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Tremont Street, Cedar Falls
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form of streets, highways, town squares, parks, and 
even parking lots,” wrote James Kunstler in Home 
from Nowhere.
Basically as soon as you step out of your house 
you are in the public realm. . . and City Hall 
designs that space for us.
“Civic life goes on in the public realm. Civic 
life refers to our relations with our fellow human 
beings—in short, our role as citizens. . . . Civic art 
refers to the effort we make to honor and embellish 
the public realm with architecture and design, in 
order to make civic life possible.” 
Kunstler continues, “Relinquishing such 
attention to detail usually damages civic life on 
several counts. When buildings [or street design] 
fail to define public space at a scale congenial 
to humans—as along any commercial highway 
strip—people cannot be there in safety and comfort. 
They will not walk there. They will not pause to 
mingle there with other people. . . . Such places 
are therefore profoundly uncivil. They impoverish 
and diminish us socially. . . . Civilization becomes 
impossible under these conditions.”
This is what recent neighborhoods look like. 
The city has not encouraged developers to plant 
trees, so this neighborhood will never become like 
my neighborhood. In a hot summer afternoon, 
kids will not be out playing. Civilization is not 
encouraged in this neighborhood.
If we want the human scale (rather than 
vehicles only) to dominate our public spaces, 
then we need to engage City Hall. Neighborhood 
design, street design, walkability, bikability, tree 
plantings, choice of vegetation, protection of a 
small stream, parks, wildlife corridors, you name 
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A 10-year old subdivision in Cedar Falls
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it, all are planned in City Hall, and we need to be 
there. “Washington” is not making us build treeless 
neighborhoods, it is entirely our own doing.
In addition to shade and civilization, trees 
absorb storm water, provide clean air, cool down 
the neighborhood, and can be used for home 
heating when they have to come down. If we want 
pleasant neighborhoods worthy of our love and 
affection, where children can play in the shade, 
where people can walk to places in comfort, we 
better start planting now.
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amidst solemn trees
By Clark Porter
Worlds on worlds are rolling ever
From creation to decay
Like bubbles on a river
Sparkling, bursting, borne away…
  —Percy Bysshe Shelley
Black Hawk Creek is a muddy prairie stream 
whose wooded banks and backwaters have 
embraced much of my life. Perhaps because it is 
winter, or perhaps because I am now old enough to 
treasure memories, my thoughts wander to a slate-
gray day when the woods were entombed in drifts 
of snow and quiet as cotton. 
On that day, I took my old dog out to the woods 
along the creek. As a young bearded man in a 
woolen shirt, hiking boots, and gaiters, I should 
probably have been accompanied by a Husky 
named “King.” Instead, I walked beside a shaggy, 
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brown poodle with a less regal moniker. Dingus 
had been my constant companion since I was ten 
years old. He was about eleven or twelve—past his 
prime, while I was entering my own.
The trails were compacted by skiers and 
illegal snowmobilers, so Dingus had no trouble 
negotiating through the snow. We hiked slowly, 
with me stopping to admire the dark branches 
clutching the air, each looking as if it had been 
carefully iced with cupcake frosting. Unimpressed, 
Dingus resolutely continued with his mission to 
sniff every tree in the forest. At one point both 
of us stopped and huddled beneath a cedar tree. 
Sitting together on fragrant needles, as if we 
were reclining on a small patch of summer, we 
contemplated the stark woods beside the darkly 
flowing creek. Evicted chickadees scolded us from 
nearby branches.
I remember talking to Dingus throughout our 
little hike. I don’t recall what I said, but it mattered 
little. Dogs understand that our speech means 
nothing compared to the song and dance of our 
tone and actions. We were alone there, far from the 
noise of town, walking through the muted stillness. 
When we reached a clearing, large flakes of snow 
began to fall from the steel sky. Before us lay a 
frozen pond.
I trotted over to the pond’s edge and looked at 
the clear ice beneath my boots. It was all crystals 
and veins with a sleek surface. I tentatively stepped 
out onto it, feeling as if an alien world unfolded 
beneath my soles. Making skating motions I called 
to Dingus and he bolted across the nearby meadow 
to the pond’s edge. Trusting me, he bounded onto 
the ice and floundered my way. By the time he 
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reached me he could barely stop and slid past me 
with exaggerated cartoon motions. 
I continued to slide about the pond with Dingus 
skating in my wake. Both of us were barely able to 
stay on our feet, yet neither of us wanted to return 
to the normal confines of the nearby trail and its 
path homeward. I was a kid with his pup again. I 
remember laughing in the silent vortex of gray air 
and snowflakes. And I think Dingus did too. The 
dark woods were, as always, a solemn witness and 
a barrier between us and the impatient world. 
Almost thirty-five years have passed since that 
afternoon. Dingus is buried, wrapped in an afghan 
blanket beneath a grove of trees on our farm. 
Floods of time and water have sculpted the pond 
and snowy meadow into a different landscape. 
The silence we enjoyed that day is now interred 
beneath the noise of a nearby highway.
Tibetan monks fashion elaborate mandalas 
out of colored sand. Then, just when our desire 
for permanence would compel us to shellac the 
sand and preserve the mandala, they destroy 
the creation. In doing this, they remind us that 
everything is transitory.
I drive on that highway by the old pond quite 
often. One winter night I glanced out my window 
across the once silent meadow. For a moment, I 
imagined my laughter and the rattle of Dingus’s 
collar still echoed amidst the solemn trees, 
sparkling, bursting, borne away.
clark porter
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the cedar river
By Carol Boyce
We all have experiences and strong memories 
of places we’ve been that shape who we are and 
whom we become. “If you don’t know where you 
are,” says Wendell Berry, “you don’t know who 
you are.” Place is more than just a spot on the 
map or a set of buildings or an address. A sense of 
place fosters feelings of belonging, commitment, 
and roots. The Cedar River and its ever changing 
nature allows each of us in Black Hawk County 
the opportunity to strengthen our personal sense 
of place.
The Cedar River by day most of the year 
is a benign entity, providing hours of fun for 
residents during humid summer or cooler 
spring and fall days. I’ve delighted in rounding 
a bend while kayaking to find a blue heron 
stalking fish along the shore. I’ve been amazed 
to see swallows dart above the water, catching 
insects in flight. I’ve paddled by slides created 
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by river otters. I can only imagine the joy they 
feel slipping down the mud bank into the cool 
waters of the Cedar on a humid summer day. My 
husband Byron still cherishes the day a pileated 
woodpecker flew parallel to him, moving from 
tree to tree in the woods along the shore. One of 
my favorite kayaking experiences happened on 
an exceptionally warm December day. The river 
and surrounding woods were still, as if they were 
both holding their breath. The only sounds to be 
heard were the soft swish of my paddle and the 
occasional gurgling of brush caught in a deadfall. 
I almost felt like a trespasser, someone who didn’t 
fit in the silence of a winter day.
The Cedar River has geological secrets to be 
shared, and that’s been the greatest draw for me. 
There’s a sandbar, a large one, where one can find 
fossils from when Iowa was covered by a shallow 
sea. I’ve kayaked up and down the Cedar in Black 
Hawk County, but I’ve not found the number of 
fossils one can pick up at what I’ve unofficially 
named, “Fossil Island.” Horn corals, brachiopods, 
crinoids and trilobites. Each one tells a story of a 
creature that lived centuries ago. I feel awed and 
blessed to hold them in my hands and imagine this 
place and what it was like all those years ago.
The Cedar River at night, though, is entirely 
different from the day. During the warm summer 
months Byron and I often put in the flat bottom 
boat around 8:00 p.m. for an evening of fishing. 
As our baited fishing poles work to entice a nice 
fat catfish, we’ve watched other boaters motor to 
shore, pull out their boats and head home. We’ve 
reveled in stunning sunsets, and we’ve marveled at 
the peaceful and quiet end to a hot summer’s day. 
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One evening we were surprised to see a beautiful 
fox, lit up by the setting sun, watching us on shore. 
It was a magical moment.
I have to admit, though, the Cedar River after 
the sun has set is a bit frightening. One’s senses 
are at full alert. I’m very aware of the sound of the 
water rushing around the boat, and I realize I can’t 
see what’s happening on shore or on the river and 
I always feel vulnerable. There’s an elk kept by 
someone who lives near the river, and when he 
bugles in the dark, the eerie, foreign sound adds 
to my anxiety. During the day I’m accustomed to 
the music of the cicadas and birds, even the sound 
of traffic on a nearby highway, but at night, in the 
dark, these new sounds are difficult to process. 
However, catching a huge catfish in the dark is 
thrilling! You can’t see your line, you have to rely 
on your sense of touch to begin working your 
catch into the boat. Sometimes if feels as if the fish 
is pulling the boat; other times, when it swims 
up stream, you wonder if you’ve lost him. My 
excitement always peaks when I get the catfish 
close enough to the boat for Byron to shine the 
flashlight on him so he can net him and bring him 
into the boat. It’s a triumphant feeling to finally see 
what I’ve caught! After unhooking him we return 
him to his place in the Cedar River. Around 11:00 
or so, lulled by the movement of the Cedar beneath 
our boat, most nights I curl up on the bottom of the 
boat and fall asleep, only to waken when Byron 
pulls up the anchor and starts the motor for our 
trip back to the parking lot.
One night as we traveled up the river, we were 
assailed by thousands of mayflies! They smacked 
against our faces, got caught in our hair, and 
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there were so many of them, they made it hard 
to navigate the boat. It was a blizzard of insects, 
unlike anything we’d experienced before. When 
we got back to shore we felt as if we’d showered 
in bugs!
Byron enjoys fishing all throughout the night. 
He likes to set up a tent on a sandbar, then go out 
in the boat to his favorite catfish hole. After dark, 
when he has tired of fishing, he goes back to the 
sandbar, anchors the boat, builds a fire, and then 
crawls in the tent for a short nap. Later in the night 
he gets up, crawls out of the tent, and grabs his 
fishing pole again. He says he’s always been a bit 
spooked by the sounds of the night on the river, 
and though he knows he’s safe, being alone always 
causes him to feel a bit uneasy.
Sadly, time has changed the Cedar River. 
Pollutants, toxins, pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, 
and storm runoff have combined to dirty the water, 
making it an unhealthy place for humans and 
animals alike. Sometimes I’m afraid to put my foot 
in it when I paddle my kayak to shore, fearing what 
might be in the water. I once heard it was one of the 
most polluted rivers in the country, and I wonder if 
it’s true. I can only imagine what the Cedar looked 
like when Black Hawk County was first settled, and 
I mourn what it has become. It is up to each of us to 
take responsibility for its health; fortunately there 
are those in the community who are doing just that. 
There are river clean up days. Farmers are working 
hard to reduce storm runoff, and city leaders are 
educating us about the role storm drains play in 
keeping our river clean. The Cedar River, the heart 
and soul of Black Hawk County, deserves our best 
efforts to heal it for future residents.
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we keep bees
By Megan Gregorsok
Some facts about bees from my dad:
• Bees pollinate one-third of all the food in the 
whole world. Pollinate is a word for spreading 
pollen. Plants need to be pollinated. If they 
aren’t pollinated then they die.
• Bees can fly a long ways to get nectar and 
pollen from plants, sometimes 2 miles even. 2 
miles is very long for a little bee.
• Bees don’t like the cold. They hibernate like 
bears do. They only come out of the hive if it’s 
55 degrees or warmer. I’m not sure how they 
know if it’s 55 degrees outside. 
• Bees have to have lots, like thousands and 
thousands, of loads of nectar to make even one 
pound of honey. The honey is the bees’ food, so 
we always leave enough honey for the bees to 
eat too.
• Bees take tiny, tiny naps, sometimes less than a 
minute long. Then they’re rested and ready to go! 
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Today we’re harvesting honey because 
our super is full. A super is a tray thing with 
honeycomb inside it. My dad and I wear white 
suits because bees can’t see that color. That’s why 
if you wear a white shirt around a bee, sometimes 
it’ll bump right into you. Don’t be scared if that 
happens. She just didn’t know you were there. 
On our faces there are wiry screens with teeny, 
tiny holes in them. The holes are so small even bees 
can’t get inside. The hive is very busy today, so we 
have to make the bees feel sleepy. We fill the hive 
with smoke. “It doesn’t hurt them, it just makes 
them sleep,” Dad says. “It would be sad if a bee 
tried to sting us and died because it thought we 
were there to hurt her.” 
Really, we take care of the bees. We would 
never hurt them, even though they don’t know 
that. We gave them a place to live and planted 
flowers for them to make food from, and we only 
take a little bit of honey to sell. Dad says it’s like a 
landlord with thousands of little tennis. Tennis is 
the word for when you live somewhere and have 
to pay for it. Also it’s a game with a green ball. I 
think we learned about words that sound the same 
in school, but I can’t remember what it’s called.
In school we learn a lot, but I don’t like it as 
much as I like the farm. I think I learn more here. 
Here, I get to use the smoke gun. I point it at the 
bees and they feel sleepy. Around and around I 
turn slowly sending smoke into the air and into 
the hive until it’s gentle. Dad pulls out the wooden 
trays where the honeycomb is dripping and 
golden. He uncaps the honeycomb and pours it 
out over cheesecloth into a tank with wheels on the 
bottom. The first time we did this, back when we 
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only had a few hives, our tank didn’t have wheels 
and it was really, really hard for dad to carry it 
back to the house. Mom thought that was so funny 
until dad couldn’t work the next day. His back hurt 
too much. Mom and I had to do all the chores then, 
and it took a really, really long time. 
We all have our own chores here. Most days, 
mom takes care of the chickens and the vegetables, 
but dad takes care of the goats and the bees. I didn’t 
used to like the goats and chickens because they 
would try to bite me sometimes, but dad says that 
it’s mostly my fault when it happens. I guess I have 
to learn more about how to make them like me. 
We live on a small farm with the goats, the 
chickens, and even two ducks. We only got the 
bees about a few years ago, but we already have 
20 hives. 20 isn’t even a lot. Dad says that good 
beekeepers can have 100, maybe more! My favorite 
bees are the Queen Bees. Since we have 20 Hives 
we have 20 Queens. I’ve named them all after 
really famous queens. My favorites are Isabella, 
Nefertiti, Cleopatra, and Victoria! 
Mama also farms some vegetables. Sometimes 
we go to farmer’s markets to set up, but our stall is 
always the smallest. 
At the Farmer’s Market we sell honey, 
vegetables, eggs, goat’s milk and goat’s milk 
cheese. The honey sells the best because it is the 
best. I don’t know why we sell goat’s milk though. 
The goat’s milk tastes really bad. One time I asked 
a lady why, after she bought it. She said that she 
likes the cheese. She puts it on pizza and salads 
and basically everything. I don’t understand her.
Our stall wasn’t always the smallest. Our farm 
used to be way bigger. I mean, way, way, way 
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bigger so we needed a bigger stall. But after a while 
mom and dad said that it was too hard to find help 
and pay them enough so they sold a bunch of it to 
an even bigger farm. We used to have neighbors but 
they sold their farm too, and so did our neighbors’ 
neighbors, and their neighbors too. Now it’s just 
us next to rows and rows and rows of corn that 
belongs to people we don’t know. That’s ok though. 
We got the bees because we didn’t have room for 
anything else, and the bees are the best.  
That day, I was helping Mama in the garden 
outside our kitchen window. It was early, really 
early, and I was so sleepy I could barely keep from 
letting my head drop suddenly. My arms and legs 
felt distant and heavy. I don’t like being up early, 
but Mama and Dad had been awake for hours 
even before me. I was holding a bright green metal 
watering can. There were little bits of rust around 
the bottom rim because it had been set down in 
the damp ground too often. There was a loud buzz 
and whirring. It seemed to come from all around. 
Sometimes that happened now. Mama said the big 
farm next door uses crop dusters to keep the bad 
bugs off their plants. 
So the whirring was happening again that 
day and we didn’t think anything of it really for a 
while. But mama looked up then and saw the plane 
flying real close to our farm. “Way too close,” she 
said. And she looked mad then, madder than I ever 
saw her. 
She went inside and woke up Dad and he came 
out all groggy and in flannel sweatpants and no 
shirt. But when he looked up at where the plane 
was flying he said, “Shit!” and just stood there. 
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I’m standing there too, a kinda queasy feeling 
in my stomach because mama and dad are staring 
over at the plane, and it’s right over our bees. 
I knew before we even got there, that our bees 
were gone. Cleopatra, Isabella, Victoria, Nefertiti, 
and under my breath I think, maybe not all of them. 
But when we arrive I feel hot and lumpy in my 
throat. It’s like I can’t breathe so I just cry instead. 
Dad looks sad too, and mama looks angry. 
She’s on the phone later, calling someone. She 
keeps biting her lip and huffing and telling dad, 
“If they put me on hold one more time I swear to 
God, Jonathon.”
Dad tucks me in that night and he tells me it’s 
ok, that the bees were just sleeping.
I look at him say, “Don’t lie, dad. You know 
that bees don’t sleep that long.”
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on becoming 
the nature doc
By Suzanne Bartlett Hackenmiller
I’m not your typical physician. 
I started out a fairly typical physician. I went 
straight through undergrad majoring in biology 
and chemistry, straight through medical school 
at the University of Iowa, and straight through 
OB-Gyn residency in Pittsburgh. I jumped, feet-
first, into practicing OB-Gyn and did so for about 
thirteen years. 
I juggled family and career, including some 
serious medical conditions within my nuclear 
family. I dealt with autism in a son and a husband 
who ultimately died of cancer, all while plugging 
away seeing patients, delivering babies, and 
performing surgery. Some of my patients thrived, 
some of my patients did not thrive, I brought 
patients into this world, and accompanied patients 
out of this world. 
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This life was ok. I was significantly burned out 
at one point, but it was essentially what I expected 
of a career in medicine. However, a theme started 
to arise in my personal life and in my practice: 
Conventional medicine did not address the needs 
of all my patients, and I wondered if there was 
more to offer my husband and my son. Ultimately, 
I embarked upon a fellowship in integrative 
medicine through the University of Arizona. My 
training changed the way I practice, the way I live, 
and the way I see the world. There is definitely no 
going back, and I now spend more time discussing 
lifestyle with my patients than I do prescribing 
drugs. We talk about nutrition, exercise, stress, 
sleep, family, community, spirituality; you know, 
the things we all know matter but that doctors 
don’t have time to delve into. 
I also prescribe nature therapy to all my patients. 
Nature therapy. Is that even a thing? If I didn’t 
seem atypical at “nutrition, exercise, stress,” 
prescribing nature therapy undoubtedly clinched 
it. So where did I fall completely off the wagon and 
become a certified tree-hugger?!
It started something like this: I hate being 
inside. I used to dread sitting inside at work all 
day. I would look outside and feel like a caged 
bird. In fact, I drew pictures of caged birds, at 
times. I spent every lunch break outdoors and 
would take circuitous outdoor routes from one part 
of the hospital to another. I commented countless 
times that if I could put a tent up and hold clinic 
outdoors, I would do it! Patients laughed, but I was 
dead serious. 
And then, I just started doing it. It began with 
one young woman who was agitated in the exam 
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room. We went outside, walked on the sidewalk 
and the response was transformative. And then I 
did it more. I offered workshops on various topics 
of wellness. I discovered that not only did I want 
to get out, so did my patients. I discovered that 
we all feel kind of sentenced to be indoors, as if 
there is no credibility if we’re not locked inside 
being serious and “professional.” But as soon as 
I suggested to my groups that we take it outside, 
it was as if a pall had been lifted. That sense of 
playing hooky and getting fresh air is so freeing 
that more healing actually occurred. “Why can’t we 
do this all the time?” patients would exclaim. 
I added variations to this theme, inviting 
patients to walk, run and bike with me and to bring 
their wellness questions for the road. Being able 
to “see patients” while being physical, leading by 
example, enjoying community, and being outdoors 
is like icing on the cake for me. After leading these 
practices for three years now, numerous people 
have reported back that these “doctor visits” were 
life changing for them. Huh. . . all without writing 
prescriptions. 
Nature, to me, has always been therapeutic. 
My very first word was “flower,” after all. My 
childhood was spent playing outdoors, and I 
spend as much time as possible pursuing outdoor 
activities: mountain biking, hiking, running, 
kayaking. It turns out that nature is not only 
therapeutic to me. Research confirms the health 
benefits of time spent in nature, everything from 
improving mental health and cognition to lowering 
blood pressure, boosting immune function and 
fighting cancer. These quantifiable effects include 
elevated levels of cardioprotective and anti-diabetic 
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hormone, DHEA; cancer-preventive Natural Killer 
(NK) cells; atherosclerosis-preventive adiponectin; 
as well as reduction of inflammatory cells called 
cytokines. 
We know that depression, tension and self-
esteem are improved significantly after taking a 
walk outdoors in nature versus a walk indoors. 
A study even found that memory and attention 
span improved by 20% after one hour interacting 
in nature, and this occurred whether or not 
participants enjoyed the walk! 
We talk about the cancer-causing and aging 
effects of free radicals caused by such things as 
tobacco, pesticides, air pollutants, stress, and 
sedentary behavior and we discuss reversing these 
free radicals with antioxidants found in foods and 
vitamins. It turns out that simply spending time in 
nature acts as an “antioxidant,” as well. 
We now know there are chemicals called 
“phytoncides” that are emitted from plants. These 
chemicals have been found to boost the immune 
system, protect against viruses and bacteria, fight 
tumor growth and improve mental health. 
And we now know that a particular strain of 
bacteria found in soil may enhance brain function, 
as a study found that mice exposed to these 
bacteria navigated a maze twice as fast as those 
that were not exposed. 
So, it truly is “real medicine” to get outside. 
Science confirms, once again, what we already 
inherently know. 
In April of 2016, I led my first group in the 
practice of Shinrin Yoku, or Japanese forest 
bathing. This term was coined in 1982 in Japan, 
and involves using mindfulness practices to 
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explore and experience nature. The workshop was 
a resounding success and I have continued to lead 
this practice through all four seasons of the year. 
I have led groups of adults, children, seniors, and 
individuals with special needs. The practice and its 
results are universal, as signs of stress are visibly 
lifted across these various populations.
My walks include the teaching of herbal 
medicine, as well. I was taught by my herbal 
teacher and mentor, Dr. Tieraona Low Dog, that we 
co-evolved with plants and have specific receptors 
in the body that match chemicals in plants. As 
a society, we have forgotten this knowledge 
that plants are medicine. We’ve forgotten that 
everything we need for survival is among us, if we 
only choose to look, listen, and trust our ancient 
wisdom. So, with my groups, we ask permission 
and gather flowers, leaves, and stems of local 
medicinal plants. Our time together culminates 
in a tea ceremony using these plants, and I am 
always thrilled with the level of fascination and 
intrigue that plants we see every day can be used 
therapeutically. 
As I reflect upon my practice of medicine and 
its evolution from conventional to integrative, from 
treating symptoms with pills to treating lifestyle-
induced problems with lifestyle answers, I am 
convinced that this is truly the only way toward a 
healthier population. Our indoor, screen-addicted, 
depression- and obesity-related illnesses have 
one simple, solid, scientifically-backed solution: 
we must get outdoors and re-discover what we 
already know: nature heals.
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with nick meier
By Kat Wohlpart and Bailey Baack
We enter a large open building Nick Meier refers 
to as his shop and are immediately given the tour. 
Nick’s planter, a large machine with seed bins, 
is centered in the building. He explains that it is 
completely computer-controlled and spaces his 
plantings perfectly across his fields. It also keeps 
track of what is planted on each acre of land.
As we enter his office space, passing a wall of 
metal signs from the seed company he used to work 
for, Nick mentions that his fields are currently 
planted with cover crop because it’s between growing 
seasons. Before we can settle at the chairs in his 
office, Nick is up again, beckoning us over to his 
window. He points across the street to land covered 
in short green plants. Further down the street from 
his field is his parents’ home.
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Kat Wohlpart: How long have you been in Black 
Hawk County?
Nick Meier: My whole life.
KW: So, your family is from Black Hawk then?
NM: Yes, actually my folks are just up the road on 
the other side, grew up there. And out of eight of us, 
I was the only one that wanted to farm. As time went 
on, I had an uncle that farmed. My dad and he retired 
and then I was married to my wife, Nancy. I was able 
to take over his farm and eventually purchase it. I’ve 
been here a long time. I think thirty-five years, thirty-
four years. It just takes a long time to get established 
in farming. It is a very big investment.
Bailey Baack: You were really the only one that 
continued. Why do you think that is?
NM: I don’t know, I just kind of grew up and 
Dad always let me do things. I was five years 
old, he let me drive the tractors and so I started 
working on the fields. I just did. I always liked it. 
I like being out here. I’ve got a field that goes a 
whole mile one way and another mile and a half 
the other way. I enjoy the openness of the farm. 
My accomplishments, you might say. What our 
accomplishments over years have done.
BB: And so this was your family’s land and kind of 
your family’s industry. You mentioned that you’re 
big on conservation and you’re doing cover crops. 
Is that something that started with your family? 
How did you get into that?
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NM: No, actually, I started it just three years ago. 
It was very new in our whole area around here, in 
the state of Iowa. It is very new. There have been 
some farmers that have been very innovative. I feel 
strongly about conservation. I’ve been no-tilling 
for probably 28 years now, a long time. And now, I 
started to do the strips probably 18 years ago. The 
cover crops I just started three years ago.
KW: You mentioned no-tilling, strips, and cover 
crops. Can you explain those?
NM: The no-till is—let’s say you’ve got a crop, soy 
beans or corn, growing. Well, after harvest, you 
do not go out there and do any tilling. So, you just 
leave it there, as is. Next spring, like stand corn 
stock after harvest, I’ll just take my planter out 
there and I’ll plant right in those corn stalks. That’s 
where that planter with the airbags comes in, to 
hold the seed tubes down.
KW: This method of no-till allows the soil to 
remain intact, causing less of a disturbance that 
could then create runoff.
NM: The strip-till is kind of the same. In about a six- 
to eight-inch- wide strip. So, I do fillings in that. And 
I’ve done strip-tilling for corn. The corn seedling is 
not as easy as soy bean planting is. So the soil needs to 
warm up and that’s what the black strip out there is.
KW: Between the rows of cover crop, the soil is 
exposed. Showing black between the green. The 
ground is slightly raised. This is the soil that is touched 
by the strip-tilling. The rest remains untouched.
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NM: When the sun warms up, that will warm up 
between the rows where all the residue is. That’s 
where the corn is more touchy, where it needs 
warmer soil. A strip-till—you can see the black 
strips. When I made them, they were probably four 
to five inches tall, that mound with the closures 
that close the dirt so they don’t blow away. Over 
the winter months it settles down so there is 
probably a three to four inch mound out there 
right now. With my planter, I can be right exactly 
on top of it. It moves maybe about one inch one 
way or the other all across the field. So there’s my 
tilling, the corn is not disturbed in between the 
rows. Now I go to the exact same spot every year, 
with my auto steer. It’s the RTK system [Real Time 
Kinematic] I have with John Deere, and that is 
repeatable, so every year I can go back on the exact 
same spot and take my mounds and plant right on 
top of them next spring.
BB: You also mentioned cover crops. Have you 
figured out, is there some kind of crop that works 
better, more environmentally friendly? How do 
you pick your cover crops?
NM: That’s a tough one. You go out to Indiana, 
Ohio, Chesapeake Bay area, and they've been 
doing it for a long time. You start to learn from 
their magazine articles, the farm magazines are 
just loaded with cover crop information for the 
past three or four years now. And you talk to 
other farmers. There is a very strong cover crop 
man down in South East Iowa, and he is very 
knowledgeable about it. I tried some annual 
rye grass for the first two years, and that really 
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didn't work well for me. Very sporadic on how 
it was supplied. When we plant this cover crop, 
it’s normally the very end of August, first part of 
September, so we have our corn or soy bean crop 
out there. So, that didn’t work very well. I used 
cereal rye. Cereal rye seems to have very high 
vigor. Like if you lay it on top, and if a leaf drops 
on top of it and gives some moisture, it starts to 
grow. It is very vigorous. It really takes on.
KW: So, it’s all just trial and error.
NM: It is. It’s kind of like pioneers out here, trying 
to learn and trying to do it the right way. We have 
to be careful. That field across the road is going to 
be corn this spring. The cereal rye, if you let it get 
too tall, it could tie up the nutrients early for the 
corn plant. So it could stunt that corn plant. I’ve 
been finding out the best way to manage that is to 
get out there and to terminate that cover crop when 
it gets four to six inches tall. I’ll get out there and 
try to spray it to get rid of the cover crop. It’s got a 
good mat for the erosion factor, and so whatever 
nutrients that took out, it is back into the roots. 
They say that there is no research on when it starts 
to release those nutrients for the living crop. We are 
learning yet. We are learning a lot, so I am hoping 
that will work.
BB: You’re talking about these different 
conservation practices, what would you say 
prompted you to start that?
NM: You know, years ago, we would have heavy 
rains. I would see a lot of erosion and see the 
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settlement of the soil setting up, and for some 
reason, that really bothered me. And I thought 
there were better ways. I was probably one of the 
first ones in this area to do no-tilling in this area, 
about 20 years ago. That’s what prompted me to do 
it, was to see the soil loss. And it took a little while, 
I did a lot of testing. It bothered me, so I started 
doing the testing of the no-till and I saw that it was 
paying off; so I continued with it and went on. I 
found that strict no-till planting corn didn’t work 
very well because the corn was very irregular in 
height because, it might be colder here in the soil 
and warmer there. When I started doing the strips, 
that pretty much took care of that.
BB: You did mention that you are kind of 
spearheading the conservation movement out here, 
and you said that some people have started using 
those practices. Would you say there has been any 
resistance to change?
NM: Yeah, there are some farmers. I know one 
gentleman in the neighborhood, and he’s pretty 
blusterous. But, he’s got two boys that farm and 
maybe eventually they might come around. I don’t 
know at this time. There’s always some of those, 
and that’s okay. That’s how we do things.
KW: But you have people adopt these concepts 
wholeheartedly as well, so that is encouraging.
NM: Yes, there are. Because they’re so new yet. 
You know, there’s not a whole lot yet. I did have 
a neighbor tell me last fall, “You know, I’m really 
keeping an eye out on you.” So, I hope I’ve been 
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doing it right. And he is signed up to do some 
cover crop this summer.
BB: It also seems there is a community in each 
watershed, where they are kind of like, “This 
worked for me, and this didn’t.” Do you find 
that helpful too? Is there a lot of communication 
between farmers?
NM: Yeah, there is communication. You’ve got 
your older gentleman, that are like, “This is how 
I’ve always done it, and this is how I’m gonna do 
it.” Which is fine. And they’re going to probably 
retire within five years or so. That’s fine. And 
you’ve got your younger ones, who have taken a 
look at it. There have been so many studies with it 
now, in the state of Iowa. Congress is trying to get 
some laws to help us because, right now, the farm 
economy is very tight and very poor. Economy 
prices are very low. For us, this cover crop is extra 
money than what we would have to come up 
with. Right now, it’s very difficult. But then we’ve 
got people like Bill Northey trying to get money 
for the Iowa Nutri Management that helps with 
covering some of the cost with doing the cover 
crops. I also have done Bioreactor, edge of field 
practices for taking nitrates out of the water, are 
you familiar with those?
KW: No, can you explain that?
NM: It’s a bioreactor. It’s like a pit in the ground, 
it’s thirty-four- foot wide by eighty-foot long and 
five-foot deep and three-fourths of it is filled with 
wood chips. The wood chips area at the bottom, we 
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got that five-foot trench or our pit. We lined it with 
plastic in the bottom, we put the wood chips in, then 
we put a fabric cloth on top of the wood chips, and 
then we covered up with dirt. There’s a structure that 
connects your tile lines coming out of the field and 
it diverts the water into this bioreactor. As the water 
passes through the wood chips it actually takes 
nitrates out of the water. And it does a very good job. 
I’ve got one of those and I had some help financially 
with that because I’m trying to get things going for 
Iowa’s forty-five percent nutrient reduction. So as 
the water goes through, there’s another structure 
at the other end that takes the water into the ditch, 
and it ends up in my field down here in the ditch. 
But, anyway, it goes to a small crick. . . . As it’s going 
through the soil—I’ve got my native grasses in 
there—and as it goes through the soil and the roots, 
it’s actually taking nitrates out again.
BB: You talked about going on the tractor with 
your dad. Are there are any specific memories 
you’d like to share, just to get a little background of 
your relationship with farming?
NM: Once I got out of school I kind of realized 
what I wanted to do. I don’t know, for some reason 
I wanted to farm, and so after I got out of high 
school, I didn’t go to college. So I started in the 
workforce, and it wasn’t within a couple years 
I could see what I wanted to do and you know, 
I grew up with dairy, dairy cows. Lots of work, 
but you know it makes your work ethic. When 
I was thirteen he decided to quit milking but he 
kept one cow. And he kept the cow for the milk 
for the house and it’s my job to milk the darn 
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thing by hand. So, I had to milk this darn cow 
by hand, no matter what time I got home when I 
was in high school, I still had to milk this stupid 
cow. So, anyway I did it and I guess it taught me 
responsibility, you know, I had to make sure that 
cow got milked.
BB: I see my grandpa out in Williamsburg, we’ve 
had a farm in our family for over a hundred years 
and they had their own dairy farm for a long time 
and he’s eighty-four and still goes out and does 
chores and things and I don't know how he does it.
NM: See that’s the mentality I want farming. Once 
we’re done and after all these years we just got 
to kind of keep busy, you know. But then again it 
keeps us healthy too.
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By Marilyn Moore
Have you had childhood memories that impacted 
your life forever? This journey began many years 
ago. I loved the country! I enjoyed the beautiful 
sunrises and sunsets in the country. My childhood 
was filled with time on my aunt and uncle’s farm 
near Parkersburg. My brother and I stayed there 
during the summer. They had cattle, pigs, chickens, 
cats and dogs. My brother and I go in the shell corn 
bin and roll in the corn and bury ourselves. What 
fun! We felt privileged to ride in the pick up to 
town and around the farm. We always got an ice 
cream cone from the creamery when we were done 
in town. We got to ride on the tractors. We picked 
button weeds out of the bean field. We let calves 
suck our hands. One time when were in the barn 
my uncle decided I should hand-milk a fresh cow. 
Boy, I did not know how hard it was to hand-milk 
a cow. They laughed at me. I was having a lot of 
fun learning. My aunt and uncle always had a way 
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of teasing but making you feel very special. We 
rode on the cows. We fed the cats milk. We went 
sledding down the hills and waded in the creek. 
We fished and caught many fish. We ice skated on 
the creek. We would get up early in the morning 
and my aunt would have a great breakfast. She 
was a key part of the memory. She had many 
boundaries. We could not scare the chickens. We 
could not jump off hay wagons. We had rules in the 
house. With those boundaries came many stories 
and laughing moments. 
My grandma and grandpa lived on a farm 
as well. We gathered eggs and rode horses. My 
grandma named all the cattle. One was Brownie 
and he was her favorite. We weren’t allowed near 
the pigs but at my aunt and uncle’s we got to hold 
the baby pigs. 
I remember one time I wanted to help in the 
corn crib. My uncle said there are sometimes mice 
and rats in here. I said, “You are kidding.” I just 
wanted to help. I began shoveling and out jumped 
a mouse and I ran to the house. My uncle thought 
it was pretty funny. 
Then I had a boy and girl. I wanted them to 
have so many cherished memories. We spent 
a lot of time at the farm. We made snowmen. I 
remember one snowman. He was really large 
and we dressed him in my uncle’s clothes. We 
took a picture. My uncle enjoyed that picture so 
much he hung it on the wall. We played fox and 
geese. We went sledding with my children. They 
ice skated and fished, too. Being outside and part 
of nature was inborn in all of us. My son never 
wanted to be inside. We hauled them around the 
farm in wagons. We gathered walnuts, helped 
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in the garden. We took walks in the fields. We 
went cross country skiing in the fields. We would 
watch the sunrises and sunsets. My aunt would 
tell us stories of the sun dogs. We even did some 
hunting in those fields. My uncle had a bull 
sometimes so he made sure we didn’t go into 
that pasture. There was no time for visiting as we 
were always finding things to do outside. When 
they moved from the farm to town it was so hard. 
The people that bought the farm took most of 
the house down. I told that man he just took my 
memories away. But now I know no one can take 
them away. I have a picture of the barn and house 
in the basement. Those days got me through so 
many life issues. My daughter continued to stay 
with them during the summer as she and my 
uncle had quite a bond. My uncle loved to tease 
her and she enjoyed the time with him. 
Time passed and my children fell in love with 
animals, especially horses. They attended many 
horse camps. Nature, animals were a great part of 
our life. We had dogs, cats, rabbits, hamsters, fish, 
guinea pigs, and a horse. 
One other place that has much cherished 
memories is Clear Lake, Iowa. Again, water, 
nature, boating, swimming, playing in parks, 
shopping and just sitting by the lake brings me 
peace and serenity. I love the lake. Water has 
a lot of meaning to me, and my family always 
vacationed in Clear Lake. I can’t imagine not being 
able to go and create cherished memories with my 
children and grandchildren. I spend a lot of my 
time there in the winter.  
The country was not to be part of our life when 
my family passed away. We would travel back to 
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my aunt and uncle’s farm from time to time but it 
just was not the same. My first husband died when 
I was 32, and I was determined that when and if I 
married again, I would marry a farmer. I remember 
when my husband died my aunt called me every 
day to check up on me. That meant so much to 
me. I felt special that she cared so much. She truly 
was a very special lady. During this time of single 
motherhood we were living in a trailer that had a 
country setting. I went back to college and found 
a therapeutic horseback riding program where we 
could volunteer our time several nights a week. 
My daughter and I volunteered for many years. 
I learned a lot about horses, as well as children 
with disabilities. I realized very quickly how much 
being outside, riding horses and experiencing this 
joy changed their life. 
I have always loved children and animals. I 
wanted to give back. My mission in life was to give 
back. My mother and grandmother gave me that trait. 
I met my second husband during this time. Guess 
what, he was a farmer. Little did I know that being 
part of a family farm was different than playing on a 
farm. I decided I needed to continue to give back, and 
my daughter began our own non-profit.
A new journey began. We did not know 
anything about a non-profit, but my daughter and 
I had a true passion for life with the outdoors, 
horses and changing children’s lives. The journey 
of education began. We took classes, gathered 
people, gathered horses, and looked for a home 
for our therapeutic riding programs. If you have 
determination, passion, persistence, faith, love 
for what you are doing, nothing can stop you. 
God will show you the way. He will open doors 
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you never dreamed possible. ASPIRE was born. 
Our therapeutic riding program began in June of 
1999 with a contract with Iowa Braille and Sight 
Saving, borrowed horses, use of the outdoor arena 
at the cattle congress grounds, and borrowed 
trailer. Nine years we hauled horses and 
equipment to the cattle congress grounds three 
nights a week. Again, my driving force was love 
of animals, love of children (especially those less 
fortunate), love of God, love of the land, love of 
people and the passion to change lives. I could not 
have accomplished those beginning years without 
the help of my daughter, husband and the many 
other people who stepped forward to make 
ASPIRE Therapeutic Riding Program happen.
We have been serving individuals with 
disabilities for 18 years. Yes, my passion still 
exists and I still have the great love of the land, 
nature, and children. You see I have family, 
extended family, children, and grandchildren 
with emotional and cognitive disabilities. So the 
passion was easy. It was not hard to know in 
order to make a difference it would have to be 
with animals and outdoors, nature. Beginning 
in 2008 we held our classes at the farm. We 
currently have eleven horses, one dog, one 
rabbit and three cats. All of our classes are in 
an outdoor arena. The children get to see deer, 
fox, squirrels, hawks, and beautiful sunsets. 
One story was of a lady who wanted to visit our 
100-year-old barn. (Yes, our barn is stick-built.) 
She had a long history of extreme trauma in 
her life, and one visit to our barn changed her 
life forever. One young man with autism rode 
in our program for years and is now getting his 
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degree in animal science because of his love for 
animals. Some of our riders who are not able 
to walk before riding our horses are able to 
take steps, and some are even able to walk after 
riding. Some of our riders gain so much self-
confidence that they are able to try new things 
that they would never try prior to riding. Horses 
are very intuitive animals. They understand 
things more than we understand. One of our 
other students painted a picture on our horse 
and washed it off; it changed her life because she 
was able to wash it away. Seniors come outside 
and pet our miniature horses and some who 
don’t communicate will communicate with them. 
Preschool children visit the farm and they learn 
about horses but also about farming. They get to 
see the equipment. Many of these children have 
never been on a farm prior to this experience. 
One lady who worked for us had an addiction 
problem, and working with the horses changed 
her life forever. She fell in love with one of our 
horses and that horse carried her through many 
life traumas. She now has a good job. One lady 
who worked for us wanted nothing to do with 
God and what he represented. I continued to 
set an example and shared my faith. She found 
a church home and turned her life over to God. 
My brother has emotional disabilities and he 
volunteered for years and it kept him stable 
enough to live in his own home. He hauled 
horses, a cargo trailer and ramp for many years. 
He helped at all of our special events. My son 
has helped on the farm, and he just said to me 
the other day, ”Mom you have no idea how much 
it helped me to be on the farm.” 
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We spend so much time today inside with 
our precious phones, computers, games , social 
media and electronics. We forget how much a 
little sunlight, a little FACE TO FACE love can 
mean to us. We are becoming so much more 
isolated and a little time with our natural settings 
is so meaningful. We sleep better, we interact 
better, and we have more respect for our land, 
environment, and each other. I love to go camping. 
There is something about sitting around a fire. 
Lives have changed and so have people. I hope 
that I can encourage more people to choose nature 
over electronics all the time. I want to encourage 
people to keep it simple. Stuff does not matter, 
quality time matters. Go out and spend some time 
outdoors with your family and friends. God has 
been instrumental in my journey through much of 
my adult life. I could not imagine my life without 
him. He created such beauty, in our environment 
and landscapes. We need to experience the 
beautiful lakes, mountains, country, peace and 
serenity in some of these settings. I can’t imagine 
my life without the out of doors. My dream is to 
have a facility where I can watch the horses and 
sunsets and sunrises each and every day. Life can 
be so simple and easy. God will get us through the 
tough times and the rest is up to us. Let’s get rid of 
the negativity that this world has created and look 
for the beauty outside our doors.
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Adam Bolts is a lifelong artist, currently working in the 
genres of fiction and poetry. He lives with his family in Cedar 
Falls, Iowa. 
Carol Boyce is a retired Waterloo Schools educator. Her 
lifelong passion for the outdoors has inspired her to plant 
hundreds of trees, create wetlands and enjoy the parks, lakes 
and rivers of Black Hawk County. 
Kamyar Enshayan works at UNI’s Center for Energy & 
Environmental Education and served on the Cedar Falls City 
Council for two terms.  Along with AmeriCorps members, he 
continues to plant trees all over the city.
Suzanne Bartlett Hackenmiller, M.D is an OB-Gyn and 
integrative medicine physician at Mercy Medical Center 
in Cedar Rapids. She is the author of an award-winning 
children’s book called “A Friend Like John, Understanding 
Autism,” and speaks regularly to groups on the subject of 
autism, cancer, integrative medicine, and nature therapy. Her 
passions include outdoor adventure and leading workshops 
on improving wellness through the natural means of 
nutrition, exercise, stress reduction, mind-body practices, and 
nature therapy.
David Glenn-Burns has served as the Campus Minister and 
Director of Threehouse: A Wesley Foundation for 21 years. 
He has a BS in Elementary Education from Bowling Green 
State University and a M. Div. from Garrett-Evangelical 
Theological Seminary. Prior to Threehouse he served, with his 
wife Jaymee, as co-pastors of the Mechanicsville Yoked Parish 
in Cedar County.  They have two grown daughters and an 
elderly basset hound.
After graduating from UNI with a degree in English and 
two minors in writing, Megan Gregorsok now works as the 
Marketing Coordinator for Green Iowa AmeriCorps in Cedar 
Falls. She has lived in the Cedar Valley for almost 10 years, 
and she’s enjoyed watching it grow into a place where people 
are unafraid to show they care. 
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Kalilia Givens is a fourteen year old who is currently in the 
eighth grade at George Washington Carver Academy. She has 
been a dedicated writer at the Waterloo Writing Project since 2016. 
DeAvion Lumpkin is a twelve year old currently in seventh 
grade at George Washington Carver Academy. He has been a 
part of the Waterloo Writing Project since 2017. 
Nick Meier is a farmer in La Porte, Iowa who has been 
implementing conservation practices on his farm for 28 
years. Born and raised in Black Hawk County, he ran a seed 
business for 26 years before farming. 
John Miller, and his wife Mary Miller, are UNI graduates 
and fourth generation family farmers. He has a 70-year 
history in conservation activities, including past leadership 
roles in the Soil and Water Conservation District, the State 
Soil Conservation Committee, the Leopold Center for 
Sustainable Agriculture, the Northeast Iowa Research and 
Demonstration Farm, and the Cedar Valley Arboretum and 
Botanic Gardens.
Daniel Mitchell is a fourteen year old who is currently in 
eighth grade at George Washington Carver Academy. He 
has been a prominent vocalist/writer at the Waterloo Writing 
Project since early 2016. 
Marilyn Moore has been a part of the Waterloo community 
for 58 years. She is the co-founder and executive director 
of the ASPIRE Therapeutic Riding Program, which aims to 
improve the lives of people with disabilities through nature. 
She has two children, four grandchildren, and encourages 
everybody to enjoy the great outdoors. 
Clark Porter, a lifelong resident of Black Hawk County, is a 
former teacher and nonprofit administrator who now raises 
corn and soybeans on his family's farm near Reinbeck, Iowa. 
He is committed to sustainable agriculture and conservation, 
and recently founded a watershed coalition for Black Hawk 
Creek. Clark and his wife Sharon, a Spanish teacher, have two 
grown sons.
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Jane Strike has been the Office Manager at Threehouse: A 
Wesley Foundation for the past 10 years.  She grew up in 
Burlington Wisconsin, a community that was an original 
Earth Day participant, and has been recycling newspapers, 
aluminum and glass for 45 years.  She is married to Rich, a 
Cedar Falls High School teacher and Iowa Army National 
Guard member, has two young adult children, and a puppy 
named RiGsBy.
Roger White is a forty-six year resident of Cedar Falls, a 
retired educator and an active bicyclists, walker and nature 
lover, especially Hartman Reserve.  He is a member of and 
past board member of Friends of Hartman Reserve, board 
member and Treasurer of Cedar Valley Cyclists, Chair of 
Cedar Falls Bicycle/Pedestrian Advisory Committee, Chair of 
Black Hawk County Resource Enhancement and Protection 
(REAP) Committee, and a member of and volunteer with 
other community organizations.  
Denaya Williams is seven years old and currently in the first 
grade at Irving Elementary School. She has been a magical 
storyteller at the Waterloo Writing Project since 2016.
Ashley Woods is a seventeen year old who is currently 
a junior at Waterloo East High School. She has been an 
active singer/writer at the Waterloo Writing Project since its 
founding in the summer of 2015. 
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Florence Ardon, B.A. English Literature 
Growing up in Africa I have come to appreciate and love 
nature as much as I love my family.  Because it provides for 
me I should do the same in return. Nature is my friend and I 
am its friend
Bailey Rose Baack, B.A. English and Composition 
I believe that nature is another shade of consciousness, a 
link between human and spirit. I have always lived in Iowa. 
The lake near my home can no longer house life; it is filled 
with thick, suffocating algae. Iowa’s prairies have been 
farmed away, leaving my connection with this nature-spirit 
tenuous. The environment must take a higher priority in 
our collective lives—higher than profit, higher than politics, 
higher than convenience.
Abigail Bowman, B.A. English Literature
Romping around Europe for months on end opened my eyes 
to not only the history of the land on which I was walking,  
but the reliance we all have on the world and its resources. 
I felt ashamed to realize how little I knew about nature and 
conservation. By delving into literature and stories inspired 
by the environment this semester, I’ve come to discover how 
integrated we all are with the world around us.
Jessica Burke, B.A. English Literature, General Business Minor
Growing up on a farm, outside was where I wanted to be, 
running through the grass, exploring the grove behind my 
house, and listening to different birds chirping their own 
unique melodies from the treetops. Despite this connection, 
I have not been a good advocate for protecting the environ-
ment. It wasn’t until I took this class that I considered what 
I could do to make the earth a better place. It can seem like 
a daunting task when we think about global warming and 
the excess trash and pollution humans have contributed to 
the world, but it doesn’t have to be. Just doing something as 
simple as recycling or picking up trash can make a difference. 
Nature has been a sanctuary for me, and I want others to 
have an opportunity to experience that same sense of peace 
and belonging.
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Katie Campbell, B.A. English Literature, B.A. Graphic Design
Former creek romper and bug catcher turned avid camp-
ground dweller.
Corey Clausen, B.A. Communication
I’m primarily a fiction writer, but lately I’ve come to discover 
that the real world—especially the natural world—can be even 
more beautiful than the worlds we create. My favorite na-
ture-based activities include fishing, jogging on nature trails, 
and temporarily losing my mind whenever I see a kitten.
Erin Hankemeier, B.A. English
I chose to take Environmental Literature because I wanted 
to learn more about environmental issues around the world 
and how I can be an active advocate for the earth right here in 
Black Hawk County. This course has helped me think about 
and be confident in promoting a more desirable environment 
for the greater good.
Keaton Hull, B.A. English Education
I grew up around Black Hawk County for almost my entire 
life. From a young age, my parents raised me to know all 
beautiful things came from God, and that it was on all of us 
to protect His creations. I remember running through the 
woods, pretending to be anything I wanted: an archer, rang-
er, scavenger. Nature was my escape, and like my Pottawato-
mie ancestors, who lived off the land, so too did I. I enrolled 
in hunting and conservation organizations, determined to 
help save the Earth. This book gives me the opportunity to 
use my Creative Writing degree in practice, and to show my 
love for God’s wondrous creation: Nature.
Abbey Ingvall, B.A. English Literature 
I’ve had my own unique experience with nature, because 
while I believe that everyone deserves to live on a clean, free 
Earth to enjoy for generations to come, I have been neglectful 
of my connection to the earth at different parts of my life. I 
wasn’t sure where I stood, as one human on this large planet, 
compared to the wide and vast planes of nature. This class 
was an opportunity to dive deeper into and explore some-
thing I have been around for a very long time—nature, and 
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the environment. In the many provocative, thoughtful and 
intriguing discussions we had about the environment and 
the literature, I have come to see myself as a human who 
loves, respects, and hopes for a stronger and deeper connec-
tion to Earth.
Cynthia Jossart, B.A. English Education, TESOL minor
My most visceral memory of nature comes from my child-
hood. I was with my grandparents, walking through the 
fields and hills near Bottineau, North Dakota. I don’t remem-
ber my age or the reason for going there, but I remember this 
one moment: We surpassed a fence by some chokecherry 
trees and walked out into a field. The sun was warm and the 
cool breeze created waves along the wheat or prairie grass 
(it’s strange what the mind remembers and forgets). And 
while I don’t remember the exact scent of the air, I remem-
ber the rolling and waving shallow hills of green and yel-
low-gold. I breathed in the air and listened to the rustle of 
grass and quiet chirps of crickets or grasshoppers. Even now, 
all these years later, I remember that moment. I try to recre-
ate that moment in my new home in the Cedar Valley. Now, 
however, a patio and downward slope of grass replace the 
field, the breeze rustles a different set of grasses. Wonderfully, 
though, the chirp of bugs is replaced with the excited shouts 
of my daughter and son as they play at the edge of a field 
meant to recreate the native Iowan grasses. 
Sydney Kunz, B.A. English
The way we look at nature varies depending on where we 
grew up, our experiences with the outside world and how we 
were taught about nature. The world around us supports our 
growth as people and asks only to be taken care of in return. 
That is why I believe this anthology is important, because it is 
a closer look at a smaller piece of land we can touch, not the 
entire world or country as a whole but something that can be 
seen from your backyard. Realizing the importance of what 
is just outside our doors is the first step to making the bigger 
changes needed in environmental conservation. Growing up 
in two very different places, the Pacific Northwest and later 
the Midwest, I have grown to love the different types of land 
and places that are offered. I have begun to recognize each 
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individual space in the different landscapes, and I believe it is 
important to work to keep that beauty and life in each unique 
section of our world, including Black Hawk County.
Laurie Lee, M.A. Student, English Literature
As a Christian who loves nature, it is important to me to find 
out what God expects of me as I live my life in defense of His 
creation. Micah 6:8 answers my quest perfectly, and it reads: 
“He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does the 
Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, 
and to walk humbly with your God?"
Gabrielle Lewis, B.A English Education
I am a Navy brat and spent much of my life traveling. I’ve 
been as far as Spain to Hawaii to Washington to California be-
fore my family came to live in Nevada when I was six. Even 
after a divorce allowed my mother the freedom to settle in 
one area, we still hopped from place to place within Nevada’s 
borders, living high up in White Pine County’s mountains or 
nestled quietly in Carson City’s valley. As high school hit and 
decisions were made, I came to live with my father in Iowa. I 
would eventually choose to live in Waterloo to attend college. 
Through all these travels and changes, the beauty of nature 
has always been a consistent comfort to me. I’ve tasted the 
salt spray of storm-touched shores, gasped at the overwhelm-
ing Redwoods, and inhaled the sweet scent of dry sagebrush 
dancing on the desert winds. Despite the beauty and power 
each of these environments (and others like them) hold, they 
are all delicate and in need of protecting so future genera-
tions can not only enjoy, but also learn from them.
Zach McGill, B.A. English, Creative Writing Minor
Though I’ve been a little out of touch with my foolish, young-
er self, I used to make a habit of climbing and falling out of 
trees. And while the people watched, the earth would catch 
me in a cradle of grass. Except, the earth was hard and the 
cradle left my bottom bruised every time.
Caitlin Miller, B.A. English, Creative Writing Minor
My grandparents have lived in Black Hawk County for as far 
back as I can remember. Every summer, we would visit for a 
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week, and every evening we would go for walks outside. We 
would often walk around Big Woods Lake, and I fell in love 
with the land. I loved it so much, that I decided to go to UNI 
for college.
Morgan Mofle, B.A. English Literature
I believe nature is the one thing that connects all beings. 
Nature is the place I go when I want to feel like part of 
something bigger. Nature makes me feel at peace with 
myself and the world around me. When I'm surrounded by 
nature I feel at if the world’s prejudices, judgements, and 
expectations don’t matter. Nature doesn’t care about your 
race, religion, or gender. Nature treats all people with the 
same open, caring arms and harsh and unforgiving temper. 
Nature will create and destroy as it sees fit and that is what 
I love most.
Seth Thill, B.A. English, Creative Writing Minor
I am a person who has lived in various parts of Iowa my 
entire life. Inspired by obnoxious punk rock and authors 
ranging from Emerson to Orwell, I have always felt an obli-
gation to put forth whatever modest effort I can to fight back 
against the dangers to both our people and our planet. This 
feels especially vital given the current political climate which 
undermines the significance and disregards the safety of both 
of these things.
Natalie Vernon, B.A. in English Education 
I grew up next to a park, complete with a pond well inhab-
ited by geese, and as a result I have always enjoyed being 
outdoors. Most of my memories of spending time in na-
ture take place in Moore Memorial Park. Whether those be 
riding a bike around the nearby woods, flying kites with my 
siblings, or pulling my brother out of the pond’s algae, the 
park and nature have been central to my development and 
my life.
Kelsie White
I believe nature to be a physical extension of all of the beauty 
found in humanity.
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Brooke Wiese, B.A. English and Anthropology
We are a part of nature. It has both cared for and antagonized 
us since our beginnings. It is integral to our continued exis-
tence. If we do not care for it now, when it is most important, 
then not only are we hurting the world around us, but we are 
killing ourselves.
Kathryn Wohlpart, M.A. English, Creative Writing
I am an earth dweller who became a vegetarian because my 
brother told me I was eating a cow.


